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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The need to develop a road/rail corridor into the Port of Geraldton was identified during 
the review of the Geraldton Region Plan (1999). The Geraldton Southern Transport 
Corridor (GSTC) provides the opportunity for direct access to the Geraldton Port area 
by road and rail transport. It eaajjemoval of the current rail line that runs along 
the city foreshore and redeveIopme, 
haitrIted from sr ràñsôit studies that have investigated road and rail access 
options for the Port of Geraldton (Connell Wagner, 2000a). In May 1999, Cabinet 
endorsed the GSTC Master Plan. 

Comprehensive community consultation was undertaken in 1998 to provide factual 
information to the community, to ascertain key community concerns about the proposal 
and to gather suggestions for improving the proposed alignment of the GSTC. The 
response from the community indicated it was generally supportive of the Project. The 
key concern of local residents was the effect of noise, particularly from trains, 
associated with the Project (ERMMMC, 1998a, b, c). They suggested proposed noise 
barriers in Beachlands did not extend far enough along Portway. This suggestion has 
subsequently been included in the noise barrier design and Portway now has a barrier 
along its full length. The modification has since been included in recent presentations to 
the community. Since May 2000, a communications strategy has been initiated to 
rebuild community awareness of Government's commitment to construct the GSTC. 
This program will continue into the future through both the design and construction of 
the Project. 

An Environmental Assessment and Management Plan (EAMP) was prepared as part of 
the Master Plan process. It details the existing environment in the project area and 
recommends the adoption of environmental management measures, which would 
effectively minimise and mitigate any potential effects resulting from the construction 
and operation of the GSTC (Connell Wagner, 2000a). The EAMP has been 
supplemented by other studies to investigate the effects of vegetation loss (Connell 
Wagner, 2000b), air quality (GHD, 1999) and the risks associated with transport of 
hazardous materials (Connell Wagner, 2000c). 

Four significant effects have been identified: 
Proximity to and affect on the coastal processes at Grey's Beach; 
Effects on local vegetation; 
Road and rail traffic noise and vibration; and 
Risk associated with transport of dangerous goods. 

Assessment of these effects has been completed and a series of management 
strategies have been identified for incorporation in the design of the Project. These 
strategies include: 
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Preparation of an Environmental Management Plan by the design and construct 
contractor who would be engaged to undertake the next phase of the Project. 
Installation of noise barriers to mitigate the noise effects; 
Acquisition of additional land and use of landscaping strategies that encourage the 
re-establishment of native vegetation in areas disturbed during construction; 
Use of two-stage detention ponds in areas close to the ocean to contain any spillage 
of dangerous goods; and 
Retocation of the rail line to beyond the predicted development zone buffer adjacent 
to Grey's Beach. 

Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA) has proposed a program that would result in no 
net loss of vegetation values. The program includes: 

Acquisition of vegetated land adjoining the GSTC; 
Enhancement of remnant vegetation within the GSTC after construction; and 
Rehabilitation of disturbed areas with natural vegetation and revegetation of 
previously cleared land with natural vegetation cover, including the threatened 
ecological community of the Narngulu alluvial plain. 

Generally in areas noise levels from the road and rail coincide where they exceed noise 
level impact criteria, thus minimising the requirement for noise barriers. It is proposed to 
construct noise barriers in areas where the noise level impact criteria are exceeded. 
The noise barriers would be construct to heights between two (2) and four (4) metres to 
enable compliance with the criteria. 

The risks associated with transport of dangerous goods along the route fall within 
parameters set by the Environmental Protection Authority. In addition the movement of 
these goods along the route will result in substantially less risk than the route currently 
used to transport these goods from the Port of Geraldton by road. 

It is considered with implementation of these strategies and adoption of standard 
practices for management of less significant environmental effects, the GSTC can be 
constructed and operated in a manner consistent with sound environmental 
management practices. 
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1. BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL 

The rapid expansion and development of industries in the Mid-West region has 
resulted in the growth of Geraldton and increased heavy haulage traffic through the 
town. The need for more efficient and safe transport corridors to service the local 
and regional communities of Geraldton has been identified in the Geraldton Region 
Plan (1999). The Plan has made provision for major arterial corridors to serve 
regional transport needs. 

The Geraldton Southern Transport Corridor (GSTC) is an important feature and an 
integral part of the Geraldton Region Plan (1999). The GSTC would allow removal of 
the current rail line along the city foreshore allowing for redevelopment of this area. 
It also removes the existing social and environmental effects associated with the 
existing rail line alignment through Geraldton, and the use of local roads by heavy 
transport traffic. 

The GSTC project involves the construction of: 
A new single rail alignment from the Narngulu Industrial Area to the Geraldton 
Port; 
A new east-west road link from the Geraldton Airport to the Geraldton Port; and 
Associated interchanges and connections to the local road system. 

The GSTC includes the road link and rail alignment within the east-west corridor 
(Connell Wagner, 1998), as shown at Figure 1. When crossing West End the road 
and rail separate to accommodate the alignment requirements of the railway at the 
approaches to the Port. 

A Master Plan for the construction of the GSTC was commissioned in 1997 as part 
of the State Government's bid to develop an integrated transport solution for 
Geraldton. The Master Plan was developed in consultation with industry and the 
community, through establishment of a Community and Industry Liaison Group 
(CILG), and the implementation of an extensive community consultation program, as 
described in Section 3 - Public Consultation. It has identified the framework for the 
Project from which the final design would be developed and delivered. 

The former Government endorsed the Master Plan for the GSTC in May 1999. The 
Plan received strong support from the City of Geraldton and the Shire of Greenough 
(see Appendix 1). A Steering Committee consisting of representatives from the 
Department of Transport (DoT), MRWA, Westrail, the Mid West Development 
Commission, the City of Geraldton, the Shire of Greenough and the Office of the 
Hon. Minister for Transport has been established to progress the implementation of 
the Master Plan. This Committee also receives advice from a Local Government 
and Industry Liaison Group in undertaking the implementation of the Master Plan. 
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MRWA would appoint a contractor to design 
approvals to proceed with the Project have 
responsibility of the contractor to satisfy all 
document, and any conditions placed on the 
and the Environmental Protection Authority. 

and construct the Project once all 
been obtained. It would be the 
of the commitments made in this 

Project, to the satisfaction of MRWA 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

2.1 COASTAL PROCESSES 

The meso-scale phenomenon of a land-sea breeze system is commonly 
experienced at Geraldton and adjacent coastal regions and causes variations 
on a daily scale. Breezes come from the land in the morning and then swing 
around and come from the south-west and south in the afternoon. The land 
breezes in the winter are predominantly from the north-east and move to come 
from the east through to the south in the summer. The wind speeds are often 
more than 40 km/hr. 

The waters offshore of Geraldton experience high wave energy. Controls on 
the wave energy include: 

The extent of the sea breeze system; 
Passage of cold fronts in winter; 
Swell waves from storms in the Indian Ocean; and 
Severe waves caused by dissipating tropical storms. 

The various reefs and gaps between the reefs also influence the offshore 
waves as they travel toward the shore. 

The astronomical tides at Geraldton are predominantly diurnal and relatively 
limited in range. The sea level shifts seasonally. Storm surges are 
experienced during severe storms and can exceed one metre above the 
astronomical tide level. 

Tracking of a plume from the breach of the Greenough River in 1994 indicates 
nearshore currents deflect seaward from Separation Point and do not travel 
along Grey's Beach (Rogers, 1996). 

A review of historical aerial photograph suggests that Grey's Beach is currently 
going through a period of accretion after a period of retreat up to 1975. The 
current rate of accretion is about 8,800 m3/yr (Rogers, 1996). One possible 
source of the sand for this accretion is the Southgate Dunes, south of Mount 
Tarcoola. However the volumes of sand accreting along the coastline south of 
the Port suggests several other major undefined sources within the marine 
environment also contribute to the volumes of sand estimated to be accreting 
(Rogers, 1996). 
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2.2 LANDFORMS AND SOILS 

Three distinct topographical units are found along the project area: 
Coastal (western) zone of dunes and sandy flats (Quindalup Dune System); 
A central area of gently undulating dunes (Tamala Limestone Association); 

and 
An extensive alluvial plain to the east (Bootenal Alluvial Plain). 

The coastal dune system, in the vicinity of Point Moore and the Grey's Beach, 
is comprised of rapidly drained, calcareous (Holocene) Safety Bay Sands which 
form the shoreline deposits and dunes. 

Immediately to the east, in the vicinity of Mount Tarcoola and Rangeway, the 
gently undulating, consolidated dunes of the Tamala Limestone Association 
occur. They rise rapidly from the coast dune system. This central dune and 
swale complex is comprised of consolidated limestone that outcrops in north-
south trending ridges on the upper slopes. Rapidly drained sands that derive 
from the Limestone overlie the limestone. 

The extensive alluvial plain that lies inland of the Tamala Limestone System, 
the Bootenal Alluvial Plain, is comprised of deep cohesive sands. An 
escarpment to the east of the project area represents the boundary of the Plain. 
The Plain is flat in comparison to the other before-mentioned landforms. 

2.3 DRAINAGE AND HYDROLOGY 

In the area of the Safety Bay Sands and Tamala Limestone Association the 
GSTC is underlain by rapidly draining sands, as mentioned above. Few 
drainage lines are apparent as any incident rainfall rapidly infiltrates into the 
sub-surface. There are no significant drainage lines from the project area to 
the nearest surface drainage features, the Chapman River (to the north) and 
the Greenough River (to the south). 

A number of engineered channels exist in the vicinity of the Geraldton 
Aerodrome, to control surface water in the area. 

There are no natural wetlands within the project area. 

2.4 GROUNDWATER 

Records held by the Water and Rivers Commission suggest that local 
groundwater is extracted from at least 30 bores within 500 metres of the GSTC. 
Extraction of the groundwater occurs from shallow depths (2-3 m) at the 
western end of the route to depths of 10-40 m below the grade line of the road 
and rail in the vicinity of Rangeway and Mount Tarcoola. 
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Geotechnical investigations carried out to date have indicated the Tamala 
limestone contains random cracks and fissures (vughs and vupps) and sand 
lenses (BFP Consultants, 1998). No comment is made about the impact of 
these fissures, cracks and lenses on groundwater hydrology in the report on the 
investigations as they are not considered significant. 

2.5 FLORA 

Flora surveys of the GSTC route were undertaken in July 1996, April and June 
1998, with further work being completed in April 2000 (ERMMMC, 1998c; 
Connell Wagner 2000b). The survey involved a desktop review of existing 
information, aerial photographic interpretation, a search of the threatened flora 
database held by the Department of Conservation and Land Management 
(CALM), consultation with officers at the local office of CALM and a field survey. 

The flora along the GSTC was identified, where possible, to species level. In 
total 86 native plant species were identified belonging to 69 genera. A list of 
the identified flora is attached at Appendix 2. 

A search of the database held by the Department of Conservation and Land 
Management (CALM) suggests that one Declared Rare Flora (DRF) species 
and ten Priority flora species occur within the Geraldton region. It is unlikely 
that any occur within the GSTC due to habitat requirements. No DRF or 
Priority species were observed during field studies. This was confirmed in 
discussion with CALM staff based in Geraldton. The ecological communities 
that would have existed on much of the area of cleared farmland traversed by 
the eastern portion of the GSTC have been described as "threatened ecological 
communities" since the original studies have been completed. 

2.6 VEGETATION 

The vegetation associations that 
density and type from east to west. 
variation include: 

Soil type; 
Soil depth; 
Soil moisture; 
Proximity to the coast; and 
Exposure to wind. 

exist within this east-west corridor vary in 
Environmental conditions that influence this 

Five discrete vegetation associations are found within the GSTC: 
Coastal heath; 
Acacia rostellifera sh rubland; 
Acacia rostellifera woodland; 
Mixed Eucalypt woodland; and 
Cleared land. 
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The coastal heath association is dominated by Scaevola crassifolia, 

AcanthncarpUS presseii, Spinifex Ion gifolius, Olearia axillaris, and Acacia 

rosteilfera. It is a single structure community with shrubs being the dominant 

layer. 	Other species identified in this community include Tetragonia 

decumbenS, Rhagodia baccata, Threlkeldia diffusa, isolepis nodusa, 
Carpobrutus virescenS, Paspalum vaginatum, Atriplex isatidea, Myoporum 

insulare and Tetragonia implexicoma. 

The dominant species in the Acacia rostellifera shrubland are A. rostellifera and 

Melaleuca cardiophylla. The community forms a dense vegetation cover about 
4 metres high. Other species present include many of those from the coastal 
heath. In addition Eucalyptus obtusiflora, E. oraria, Melaleuca huegili, M. 
Ieiopyxis, Cassytha glabra, Clematis microphylla, Spryidium globolusum, 
Rulingia pai'viflora, Alyogne huegeleii, Diane/la divaricata and Lomandra sp. 

were found during the field survey. 

In the Acacia rostellifera woodland the A. rostellifera and Templetonia retusa 
form an open woodland community up to 4 metres in height. Other species 
identified in this community included Alyxia buxifolia, Stylobasium spathulatum. 
Lomandra sp., Melaleuca Ieiopyxis, Diane/la divarcata, AcanthocarpuS pressell, 
Hibbertia hypercoides, Acacia orbifolia, Gomesperma scoparium, Rhagodia 
baccata, Clematis microphylla, Eremophila glabra, Pimelea microcephala, 
Zygophyl/um fruticulosum, Amyema miquelii, Pittosporum phillyraeoides, 
Exocarpus sparteus, Alyogyne hue ge/il, Guichenotia ledifolia, Jacksonia 
furce/lata. Banksia prionotes also occurs as a dominant species in low lying 
areas east of Karloo. 

Eucalyptus torquata, E. loxoph/eba, E. erythrocorys, E. platypus and E. oraria 
dominate the mixed Eucalypt woodland. The canopy reaches 12 metres in 
height over a sparse understorey of Acacia rostellifera and introduced grasses. 
This woodland is an artefact of treeplanting activity undertaken in the Narngulu 
area and does not represent a natural remnant. 

The distribution of these communities is shown at Figure 2. 

A number of pasture and weed species, garden escapees and introduced 
grasses were observed within the project area. There was no evidence of the 
dieback fungus Phytopthora sp. observed during field investigations. 

The vegetation is part of the Greenough System as described by Beard (1976). 
This system extends along the coast from Dongara to Kalbarri in a band 
between 6 and 12 kilometres wide. Within the project area, the principal flora 
associations, described by Beard, are an Acacia - Banksia shrubland adjacent 
to the ocean front with an Acacia rostellifera low forest inland. The Acacia 
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rostellifera low forest on alluvial soils has a very limited distribution and is 
confined to the alluvial flats in the Greenough - Geraldton area. The Acacia - 
Banksia shrubland is more extensive as it extends from Kalbarri to Dongara in 
a series of discontinuous patches. It is divided into a zone of Dune Scrub near 
the coast and a Wattle - Banksia scrub on limestone on the adjoining ridgeline. 
This is consistent with the site mapping. 

The coastal heath flora association described above is consistent with the Dune 
Scrub unit described by Beard, and lies within the Quindalup Central unit of the 
soil landscape mapping system. The two Acacia roste/llfera flora associations 
would lie within the area described by Beard as Wattle - Banksia scrub on 
limestone and mapped as the Tamala unit in the soil landscape system. The 
cleared land on the eastern end of the project area lies within the Greenough 
Alluvium unit of the soil landscape system and was described by Beard as an 
alluvial plain of Acacia low forest with scattered River Gums. There are no 
examples of this vegetation in the project area. 

The conservation value of the area was determined having consideration for 
the uniqueness and representation of each vegetation type in the local area 
and within the region.. With the exception of a small reserve for "Protection of 
Flora" in the southeast corner of Shenton Street and Portway, there is little 
secure reservation to retain a representation of the local vegetation adjacent to 
the GSTC. However some of the vegetation types are represented in the 
Chapman River Regional Conservation Park. Regionally the fragmented and 
disturbed nature of the GSTC area limits its value for conservation. A number 
of other locations in public and private ownership, such as the large area of 
vegetation of this type near the mouth of the Greenough River, may offer better 
value as a regional representation of the vegetation in the Greenough System. 

All vegetation communities within the project area, with a predominant cover of 
native vegetation, are generally in a poor condition, as evidenced in Figures 3 
and 4. Tracks and paths resulting from human activity have fragmented all 
areas and they are frequently littered with rubbish and subjected to localised 
burning. Clearing of the vegetation to varying degrees has also occurred. 

The vegetation on the Project site occurs in a narrow discontinuous corridor 
that leads into areas of urbanisation and agricultural clearing. It has limited 
value as fauna habitat due to its limited size, poor quality vegetation cover and 
isolation from other remnant vegetation. However, it is one of the few 
vegetation remnants in the Geraldton area that links the range of vegetation 
associations found in the corridor. Thus it has value as a representative 
transect of the former vegetation cover. 
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2.7 FAUNA 

A fauna study was completed in April and June 1998 (ERMMMC, 1998c). The 
study comprised a desktop review of existing information, aerial photographic 
interpretation to determine habitat diversity and location of nearby habitat of 
similar type, consultation with officers at the local office of CALM and a field 
survey. The fauna habitats are closely aligned with the vegetation associations 
described above. The study resulted in the identification of 18 species of bird, 
two species of reptile and five species of mammal through observation or 
indicators of their presence. Of the mammal species sighted only the Grey 
Kangaroo (Macropus fuliginosus) was a native species. A list of species 
identified is included at Appendix 2. 

Review of the threatened fauna listed in Schedule 1 under Section 38(F) of the 
Wildlife Conservation Act 1950 identified two threatened species that may 
occur within the project area - the Short-Billed Cockatoo (Calyptohynchus 
latirostris) and the Western Corella (Cacatua pastinaor). These species are 
highly mobile and it is. likely they are transient visitors only as the local habitat 
does not provide the range of attributes necessary for permanent habitation by 
these species. The staff from the Geraldton office of CALM confirmed in 
discussion that neither of these species have been recently recorded in the 
Geraldton Region. 

The vegetation along the GSTC has been degraded and fragmented by human 
activity within and adjacent to the corridor. Many areas are cleared or partially 
cleared, as shown in Figure 3 and 4, and other areas are fragmented by a 
multitude of tracks and paths. The habitat value for fauna populations would be 
limited in these conditions. The larger of the vegetated areas are bordered by 
residential areas and suffer from human disturbances. 

The GSTC would provide an opportunity for local movement of fauna. However 
its isolation from other local habitats limits its value as a corridor in the local 
habitat network. Regionally the habitats present in the GSTC are well 
represented in larger areas, although frequently not reserved within the 
conservation estate. 

2.8 LAND USE 

The GSTC is abutted by a number of land uses as shown in Figure 5. These 
land uses include: 

Residential (including caravan parks); 
Open space and recreation reserves; 
Rural; 
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Public utilities; 
Educational institutions; 
Light industry; 
Port facilities; and 
Airport. 

These land uses are described in the Geraldton Region Plan (1999) and by 
ERMMMC (1998c). 

Three A Class reserves exist within the project area. These are: 
Reserve 29729 - Public Recreation 
Reserve 2562 - Esplanade and Recreation 
Reserve 20195— Parks and Recreation 

2.9 NoisE 

Existing noise levels were measured at 9 locations adjacent to the GSTC, as 
shown in Figure 6. The noise levels were measured using statistical noise data 
loggers which were positioned at a distance of one metre from the façade of 
properties and in accordance with Australian Standard AS 2702-1984: 
Acoustics - Method for Measurement of Road Traffic Noise. 	The 
measurements took place over a continuous 48-hour period, during normal 
weekdays. 

Table 1 lists the existing night-time noise levels in terms of LAeq (10pm - 6am). 

r.I...,.. . 	 ( 4ZT1' 

Location Description LAeq 	 ' 
00pm - 6am) 

L10(l8hour) 	I 
(6am - 12pm) 

1 14 Glass Crescent Geraldton 48 54 

2 2 Peter Way Karloo 33 38 

3 41 Scott Street Rangeway 39 46 

4 112 Gertrude Street Geraldton 51 59 

5 30 McAleer Drive Mahomets Flats 51 60 

6 354 Durlacher Street Geraldton 49 59 

7 Cnr Gregory Street and Eliot Street 
Beachlands  

52 61 

8 189 Monsoon Lane Point Moore 45 47 

9 13 Foster Place Mount Tarcoola 48 54 
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2.10 TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS 

Currently all transport of dangerous goods from the Port of Geraldton to areas 
east of Geraldton is carried out on a route along Portway and North West 
Coastal Highway, then the traffic follows a route along Utakarra Road to the 
Geraldton-Mount Magnet Road. This section of the route passes through a 
residential area with 15 intersections in between the North West Coastal 
Highway and the point where the GSTC will join the Geraldton-Mount Magnet 
Road. The current access route is shown in Figure 7. 

The dangerous goods transported from the Port of Geraldton (371 ,000 tonnes 
in 1998) are predominantly petroleum products (diesel and petrol) that totalled 
356,000 tonnes (or 93.4% of all dangerous goods transported). The remaining 
6.6% (25,000 tonnes) was made up of other dangerous goods, including 
compressed gases, flammable solids, oxidisers, poisons, corrosives and 
miscellaneous products. The goods are currently transported by road along the 
route described above when being delivered to sites east of Geraldton. 

The demography of Geraldton (taken from the 1996 Census) suggests the 
population density is 635.89 persons per square kilometre and 2.6 persons per 
dwelling. The following sensitive facilities are located adjacent to the GSTC: 

Beach lands Primary School - 220 students and staff; 
Geraldton Regional College of TAFE - 800 students and staff; 
Geraldton Regional Hospital - 290 patients and staff; 
St John of God Private Hospital - 160 patients and staff; 
Geraldton Secondary College (Highbury Campus) - 720 students and staff; 
and 
Mount Tarcoola Primary School - 600 students and staff. 

Vehicle traffic data was collected in 1998 for main roads and highways along 
which goods from the Port to the east (the area serviced by the GSTC) were 
moved. Traffic accident data was collected for a ten (10) year period from 
January 1989 to December 1998. The detail of this data is shown in Table 2 
below. 

Table 2 	CURRENT TRAFFIC DATA 

Location Traffic Volume 
AADT 1998 

Traffic Accidents 
Jan 89 - Dec 98 

Portway 5420 101 

North West Coastal Highway 1 	 9260 158 
Geraldton - Mt Magnet Road 1 	 6400 284 

Note AADT = annual average daily traffic 

Currently about six (6) eastbound and six (6) westbound trains per day enter or 
leave the Port of Geraldton. 
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While there is no record of trains being involved in any accidents at level 
crossings was available, anecdotal evidence suggests that two minor and two 
major (one fatal) accidents have occurred at level crossings in the Geraldton 
area. Further no record of non-level crossing accidents was available when 
sought, although anecdotal evidence would suggest they do occur, particularly 
minor derailments. 

A review of 20 years of historical data from North America regarding train 
accidents suggests that the number of level crossing involving trains and road 
vehicles is 27% higher than those only involving trains. Derailments account 
for 8-10% of all train accidents on railways. 

A review of historical data on dangerous goods accidents in Western Australia 
found sealed bulk haulage containers perform well (do not release contents) in 
all but extreme accident scenarios. Major spills tend to result from transport of 
bulk solids and oxidisers in open containers. The average size of spills of 
dangerous goods in Western Australia in the years 1995 to 1997 is described in 
Table 3. During this period no BLEVE or major toxic gas release occurred. As 
a result the likelihood of such incidents occurring is low in this study (i.e. 1:100). 

0 	ArAI Qoli. r nAtimmnil rnnnq IN WA 1995 1997 

Dangerous Goods Average Size of Spill 

Flammable liquids 3000 litres 

Compressed gases 1220 litres 

Flammable solids 22,400 kg 

Oxidisers 19,000 kg 

Poisons 745 kg 

Radioactive material 0 

Corrosives 1100 litres 

Misc. Dangerous Goods 0 

Of these accidents 43% of road accidents and 50% of rail accidents resulted in spills exceeding 

10% of the total load. 

A review of data on dangerous good incidents collected by the Department of 
Minerals and Energy in the period from 1996— 1998 suggests that most spills 
during that period were contained within 50 metres radius of the spill location. 
Of the 70 incidents recorded only 3 (or 4.3%) extended beyond a 50 metre 
radius of the spill site. In all 19% had no spillage and 31% spilled less than five 
(5) metres. 

2.11 AESTHETICS 

The visual alignment of the GSTC is characterised by arterial roads, urban, 
commercial and industrial development and small rural holdings. 
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Broadly, the viewscape changes from one dominated by commercial and 
industrial activities near the Port to an urban residential outlook in the Mount 
TarcoolalRangeWay area and a rural landscape east of Narngulu. In the area 
of Grey's Beach, between the Port and Mount Tarcoola, the viewscape includes 
the foreshore dune system on the beachfront (EPCAD Consultants (Australia) 

Pty Ltd, 1998). 

2.12 HERITAGE 

Investigations to determine whether any sites of Aboriginal heritage exist within 
the project area were conducted in 1998. 

The investigations revealed that there were no sites of ethnographic 
significance to be avoided by the road/rail development. This finding is 
consistent with previous investigations in the Geraldton area (Machin, 1998). 
One isolated artefact was recovered from within a dedicated road reserve 
during the survey, indicating occasional hunting and gathering forays in the 
region. Such isolated artefacts (per Se) are of limited significance as they 
represent a solitary event and do not constitute an archeological site (Harris, 
1998). 

A review of registers and inventories of sites of European heritage was 
undertaken in 1998 (ERMMMC, 1998c). The area between Moore River, to 
the south of Geraldton, and the Murchison River, to the north of Geraldton, is 
considered to be an area of natural significance. It extends inland from the 
coast for a distance of two kilometres and is described as a dune and limestone 
cliff coastal ecosystem that is in poor to good condition. 

A number of European heritage sites were identified in the vicinity of the GSTC 
(ERMMMC, 1998c): 

Gould's cottage - registered on the Shire of Greenough Municipal Inventory 
and located near Hardy Road in Utakurra; 
The former Station Master's residence - registered on the Shire of Greenough 
Municipal InventOry and located on the west site of Edwards Road in 
Narngulu; and 
The Hermitage - registered on the Australian Heritage Commission's 
Register of the National Estate and on the City of Geraldton's Municipal 
Inventory. 

Two other European sites were identified during field survey along the Geraldton-
Mount Magnet Road close to the airport (ERMMMC, 1998c). 

Only Gould's cottage is likely to be directly affected in any way by the 
development of the GSTC, The Hermitage is located just north of the 
construction area in Cathedral Avenue and is unlikely to be affected by the 
development of the GSTC. All other sites are remote from the project area. The 
location of all the sites is shown in Figure 8. 
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3 PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

ERM Mitchell McCotter undertook comprehensive community consultation on behalf 
of MRWA during 1998 in the development of the GSTC Master Plan (ERMMMC 

1998 a, b). 

Consultation was carried out at four different levels: 
Technical reviews by State and Local Government representatives; 
Community and industry liaison; 
Public consultation; and 
Liaison with the relevant authorities inc luding the City of Geraldton, Shire of 
Greenough, CALM, Maritime Division of DoT, Geraldton Port Authority, Ministry 
for Planning, Ministry of Education and the Mid-West Development Commission. 

The Community and Industry Liaison Group comprised representatives from the 
following organisatioflS: 

Geraldton Port Users Group; 
Urban Development Institute of Australia; 
Geraldton Secondary College; 
Mount Tarcoola Primary School; 
Geraldton Chamber of Commerce and Industry; 
ILAP; 
City of Geraldton; 
Shire of Greenough; 
Active Community Environmentalists; 
Central West College of TAFE; 
Shell Wonthella; 
Three (3) community representatives; 
Rangeway Shopping Centre Owners Group; 
Geraldton Agricultural Services; 
Wonthella Progress Association; and 
Estates Development Company. 

The aim of this consultation was to provide factual information to the community, to 
ascertain key community concerns to the proposal, and to gather community 
suggestions for improving the proposed alignment of the GSTC. 

The public component of the consultation program included: 
Distribution of public information sheets; 
Distribution of a public comment sheet; 
Advertising in the local newspapers (Mid West Times and the Geraldton 
Guardian); 
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Public displays; 
Establishment of a freecall number; 
Liaison with local residents, businesses, schools, industry and media; and 
Public submissions to invite formal comment on the Master Plan for the Project. 

The majority of the 1000 people that attended the public display were supportive of 
the Project. The Project has the support of both the City of Geraldton and the Shire 
of Greenough, as shown at Appendix 1. Five (5) of the 15 submissions received 
during the public consultation period supported the Project. These are summarised 
in Appendix 3. 

Key concerns that were raised in the submissions opposing the Project were: 
Noise; 
Local traffic access; 
Impact on the pedestrian; 
Landholder effects; and 
Resultant constraints on future land development. 

A total of 33 telephone enquiries were received during the public consultation period 
relating to the GSTC and the proposed north-south corridor. Records do not identify 
which specific route was of concern. All questions related to specific details 
regarding the location of the route. The telephone enquiries most frequently related 
to the proximity of the GSTC to a property boundary and were resolved in the course 
of conversation. 

Studies were completed to assess the effects of the Project on local air quality 
(GHD, 1999) and local access and safety (HGM, 1998) following interest in those 
issues from sections of the community. The results of these studies were conveyed 
to the Community and Industry Liaison Group and used to respond to concerns in 
public submissions and public enquiries. The findings of these studies are 
discussed in Section 4. 

As part of the community consultation an information pack (a sample of which is 
provided at Appendix 4) was also prepared and distributed to all residents within 100 
metres of the GSTC to specifically address community concerns regarding the noise 
impacts of the Project. 

A total of 236 properties along the length of the corridor, comprised of properties that 
were private residential, government owned and business owned, received an 
information pack. The information pack provided an overview of the Project, 
explained the anticipated impacts on properties, and contained a map showing the 
noise barrier locations and a digital image of a typical noise wall and landscaping. 

Following the distribution of this information pack, private residential landowners 
were contacted to invite them to provide feedback on the information received. 
From those that were successfully contacted (95 percent), 33 percent accepted the 
invitation to have someone from the project team meet with them to discuss the 
Project and its anticipated impacts. Generally, local residents were accepting of the 
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GSTC. However, they were concerned about the noise impacts, particularly train 
noise, associated with the Project. 

There was a general feeling from local residents that the proposed noise barriers in 
Beachlands did not extend far enough along Portway, and as a result of this 
perception the design for the noise barriers has now been extended to cover the full 
length of Portway. Expected noise barrier locations were also discussed at the 
Community and Industry Liaison Group and shown as part of the material presented 
at the public display held at the Northgate Shopping Centre and subsequently at the 
City of Geraldton offices. In subsequent studies of night time noise level impacts, 
these barriers have been identified as a requirement for management of road and 
rail traffic noise (ERMMMC, 2001). 

In May 2000 a communications program was launched to rejuvenate community 
awareness of the Project and reiterate the Government commitment to construct the 
GSTC. This program has included distribution of printed material to all households 
and businesses in Geraldton, letters to affected landowners, availability of 
information on the Internet, public displays and media coverage. 	Strategic 
communication will play a vital role in all aspects of the Project through both the 
design and construction phases. A public relations consultant has been allocated to 
the project team to co-ordinate communications activities. 

A public display was launched in August 2000. Representatives from MRWA and 
Westrail attended the displays held in Geraldton. The display was also exhibited at 
venues with the City of Geraldton, the Shire of Greenough and neighbouring local 
governments. 

Feedback from the public displays indicates acceptance or support of the Project. 
About 80% of people approved of the project. The remainder felt that the size and 
cost of the project was not justified. Typically, people were interested in the timing of 
the Project and how it will operate and connect with the existing road and rail 
network. 

Commitment: Main Roads will establish a communications register to record the 
receipt of contacts from the community regarding the progress and works associated 
with the Geraldton Southern Transport Corridor Project. The Project Manager for 
the project will hold the register. An analysis of the contacts will be provided in 
annual reports made to the Department of Environmental Protection. 
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4 ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND 
THEIR SIGNIFICANCE 

The GSTC traverses areas that are well-established commercial, industrial, rural and 
residential areas. As a result, it has the potential to affect the physical, biological and 
social environment of the project area as described below. These potential effects 
include: 

Changes to local drainage and hydrology; 
Alteration to landform and disturbance of soil, vegetation and fauna habitat; 
Spread of weeds and dieback; 
Effect on three Class 'A' reserves; 
Social impacts; 
Changes to access within the community; 
Noise and vibration; 
Air quality; 
Interference with areas of heritage significance; 
Dust and erosion; and 
Transport of hazardous materials. 

These issues have been addressed in ERMMMC (1998c) and they would be 
managed using techniques that are standard practice in road design, construction and 
management. As a result the effects would not have a significant effect on the 
environment. 

However, several issues have required specific attention as they require management 
strategies tailored to this site and they have been consistently raised as a concern 
during the community consultation program. As such they are considered the most 
significant issues to be managed. These issues are: 

Road and rail traffic noise and vibration; 
Effects on local vegetation; 
Risk associated with transport of dangerous goods; and 
Proximity to and affect on the coastal processes at Grey's Beach. 

The management strategies developed to address these issues are described in 
Section 5 - Environmental Management Strategies and Commitments. 

4.1 DRAINAGE AND HYDROLOGY 

The impacts on drainage and hydrology would be minimised by containing all 
surface runoff within the GSTC in appropriately engineered structures. Where 
necessary, landscaped two-stage retention basins would be used to store 
stormwater and road spillage. 	The stormwater would then be allowed to 
recharge into the groundwater through the base of secondary basin. 

Discharge of stormwater direct to the ocean is not proposed. 
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4.2 	PROXIMITY TO FOREDUNES 

A review of data held by the DoT Maritime Division has been undertaken to 
confirm the potential worst case scenario for beach erosion in the vicinity of the 
Grey's Beach. Advice provided by DoT (Refer Appendix 5) suggests that a 
development zone buffer of 74 metres from the ocean facing foredune is not likely 
to threaten the integrity of the railway based on the history of advancement and 
retreat of the frontal dune system and the expected life of the structure. This 
advice was based on a review of the vegetation/beach interface since 1942. 

This advice is confirmed by a review of Rogers (1996) which concluded that 
although the Grey's Beach area is accreting at significant rates, along with other 
areas of coastline south of the Port, there is evidence of a cyclic accretion-erosion 
pattern. 

The location of the GSTC has the potential to affect the erosion-accretion cycle if 
disturbance of the foredunes occurs during project construction. 

However, placement of the rail line in this area is not predicted to have any 
significant effect on the local coastal processes as sand movement originating 
outside the project area drives these processes. The current phase of accretion is 
expected to continue if the Southgate Dunes are stabilised, as the dunes only 
provide a very small proportion of the sand accumulating at Grey's Beach. Little 
change in the rate at which sand arrives at Point Moore is expected. 

4.3 FLORA 

There is expected to be limited impact on the local or regional flora from the 
GSTC. Although individual plants would be removed in the construction of the 
Project, no local extinctions would occur as a result of construction since remnants 
of the existing vegetation would be retained during the construction. 

As no Declared Rare or Priority Listed species are known or expected to occur in 
the project area, no threat to these species would result from implementation of 
this proposal. 

4.4 VEGETATION 

Although poorly reserved in the region, the local vegetation communities are 
commonly occurring and do not contain any threatened species of flora and fauna. 
Within the project area the vegetation has limited conservation value, is small in 
size and very fragmented. It has little value as habitat and lacks connectivity to 
larger areas of vegetation that may compensate for the limitations of the habitat 
within the project area. 

The impact on the vegetation has been assessed in detail (Connell Wagner, 
2000b). The impact was assessed on the basis of: 
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Total land area occupied by the GSTC; 
Area affected by the construction of the GSTC; 
Area not affected by construction; and 
Additional land acquired outside the GSTC. 

Figure 9 details those areas of remnant vegetation within the GSTC that would 
be permanently and temporarily affected by the Project and additional areas of 
land, which contains remnant vegetation of equal or better quality, being acquired 
to compensate for the vegetation loss. 

In total, the GSTC land requirement (excluding existing road reserve) is 117.2 ha. 
The road and rail alignments would affect 41.3 ha of remnant vegetation, of 
which a significant portion (up to 29 ha) would be revegetated following 
construction. It is predicted 14.3 ha of vegetation would not be affected by the 
construction activity. The impact of clearing on the vegetation is shown at Figure 
9. 

The areas specified in Connell Wagner (2000b) have been changed following 
consideration of the flexibility needed to give the design and construct contractor 
the capacity to optimise the road and rail design. The changes took into account 
the capacity to specify sections of vegetation to be retained without 
compromising the ability of the contractor to deliver a reasonable standard of 
product within the constraints imposed by the controls described in this and other 
documents. 

In the Narngulu area, land clearing has already removed all vegetation and 
habitat. 

Although clearing would be undertaken to implement the Project, no vegetation 
association will cease to exist in the project area. There are no scarce or 
endangered habitats. However, the habitat types represented in the project area 
are not well represented within secured areas of the conservation estate. 

The land to be cleared will be used for a "social good", i.e. a road. Its effect will 
be lessened by management opportunities that will be initiated in the design and 
construction phases, as described in Section 5. 

Introduced weeds are common throughout the project area and limit the value of 
topsoil for rehabilitation. Clean-down procedures would be adopted to limit 
spread of weeds and plant diseases. 
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4.5 CLASS 'A' RESERVES 

Portions of Reserves 29729 - Public Recreation and 2562 - Esplanade and 
Recreation would be transferred into rail reserve. A total of 5200m2  of natural 
vegetation would be removed for construction of the rail formation. The 
realignment of the railway (described in Section 5.1 below) reduces the area of 
Reserve 2562 required for use as railway reserve from approximately 6600m2  to 
4050m2. 

Reserve 20195 - Park and Recreation is a linear reserve that lies between 
Portway and Willcock Drive. In total 4.53 ha of this area will be removed to 
accommodate the GSTC. 

Consultation with CALM indicated no objection to the GSTC project including 
use of these portions of "A" Class reserve, as shown in Appendix 6. 

4.6 FAUNA 

The habitat loss, which would occur through implementation of this project, 
would generally not affect the fauna observed or identified to occur in the GSTC. 
Most species observed are mobile and would tend to evacuate the area upon 
disturbance. 

No threatened species will be affected by the construction of the GSTC. 

4.7 PREDICTED NOISE LEVELS 

4.7.1 	Noise Level Impact Criteria 

It is proposed by WAGR and MRWA that the noise level impact criteria for 
the project will be: 

LAeq (10pm - 6am) of 55dB(A) for night-time noise for road and rail 
traffic; 
Li 0 (18 hour) of 63 dB(A) for daytime noise for road traffic only; 
Where noise barriers are required, the barrier height will be a minimum 
of two (2) metres and not exceed four (4) metres in height; 

As the existing noise levels were not found to exceed the proposed 
threshold levels of 55dB(A) and 63dB(A), no criteria were applied to this 
assessment for instances where the existing noise levels exceeded the 
proposed threshold levels. 	However, had the need arisen, it was 
proposed to allow a +3dB(A) limit to all existing noise levels that exceeded 
an Laeq (10pm - 6am) of 52dB(A) for night-time noise and an L10 (18 
hour) of 60 dB(A) for daytime noise. 
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4.7.2 Parameters Used in Noise Level Predictions 

Future noise levels (LAeq (10 pm - 6 am) at the facades of residences 
located adjacent to the GSTC were modeled and compared to the agreed 
noise level impact criteria (ERMMC, 2001). The sites at which predictions 
were made are shown at Figure 10. 

The road traffic noise predictions are based on: 
Expected traffic volumes and percentage of heavy vehicles for the 
year 2026; 
Dense graded asphalt road surface between the Marine and the 
proposed Road B and two coat seal from Road B to the Geraldton - 
Mount Magnet Road; 
Vehicle speed of 70 km/h between Marine Terrace to the Elliot Street 
Link, 80 km/h from Elliot Street to Proposed Road B and 90 km/h from 
Proposed Road B to the Geraldton - Mount Magnet Road; and 
Individual prediction site conditions 

The rail noise predictions were based on: 
Measured sound pressure levels of P Class locomotives; 
Published sound pressure levels of freight carriages; 
Locomotive speed of 60 kilometres per hour; 
Train lengths of 928 metres; 
Eight train movements (4 in and 4 out) during the night-time period 
10pm to 6am; 
Individual prediction site conditions. 

4.7.3 Results of Noise Level Prediction 

Generally rail traffic noise dominates over road traffic noise (ERMMMC, 
2001). 

Road traffic noise level predictions found that the LAeq (10pm - 6 am) 
noise impact criteria was exceeded at 2 sites when no barrier was 
provided and at no sites when barriers of two metres were modeled. 
(ERMMMC, 2001) 

The results of the noise level predictions suggested the LAeq (10pm - 6 
am) rail traffic impact criteria were exceeded at 26 locations without 
barriers, at 14 locations with two (2) metre barriers, at four (4) locations 
with three (3) metre barriers, one (1) location with three and a half (3.5) 
metre barriers and at no locations with four (4) metre barriers. 

The effect of the noise barriers proposed is shown at Table 4 and 5. 

The predictions indicated that future road and rail noise levels at the 
Geraldton Secondary School would not exceed the noise level impact 
criteria. 
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A 	 fl,,., Tni' Kitmoo I curn DDnIrrlruic 

Site Location LAOq 

(10pm —6aj.  

Ambient 

Noise Level 

dB(A) 

Agreed 

Criterion 

dB(A) 

No Barrier Barrier Height 

2.Om 

Barrier Height 

3.Om 

Barrier Height 

3.5m 

______________ 

Barrier Height 

4.Om 

______________ 

Barrier Height to 

achieve LA(eq)= 

55dB(A) 

1 45 55 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

2 45 55 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

3 45 55 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4 50 55 47 44 43 43 43 Urn 

5 50 55 49 45 43 43 42 Urn 

6 50 55 50 46 44 43 43 Om 

10 52 55 53 48 46 45 44 Om 

11 52 55 51 46 45 44 43 Urn 

12 52 55 51 47 45 44 43 Urn 

13 52 55 53 48 46 45 45 Om 

14 52 55 54 49 47 46 46 Om 

15 52 55 54 49 48 47 46 Urn 

16 52 55 54 49 47 47 46 Urn 

17 52 55 54 49 47 46 46 Urn 

18 52 55 59 53 50 49 48 2m 

19 52 55 57 51 49 48 48 2m 

20 51 55 48 46 45 44 43 Om 

21 51 55 47 45 45 44 44 Urn 
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I au, 	It 	 rJMI, 

Site Location 

I nrru i_ 	v 

LAeq 

_____ 

Ambient 

Noise Level 

dB(A) 

Agreed 

Criterion 

dB(A) 

No Barrier Barrier Height 

2.Om 

(lOpm-6amr

Barrier Barrier Heigh ight 

3.Om  

_____________ _____________ 

Barrier Height 

4.Om 

_____________ 

Barrier Height to 

achieve LA(eq)= 
55dB(A) 

22 51 55 48 46 45 45 44 Om 

23 51 55 49 48 47 47 46 Om 

24 51 55 50 49 49 49 49 Om 

25 51 55 53 50 48 47 47 Om 

26 48 55 54 51 48 47 46 Om 

27 48 55 51 48 46 45 45 Om 

28 48 55 51 46 44 43 43 Om 

29 51 55 49 48 46 46 45 Om 

30 51 55 55 52 51 51 50 - 

31 51 55 52 - - - - - 

32 49 55 42 - - - - - 

33 39 55 43 - - - - - 

34 39 55 43 - - - - - 

35 39 55 47 - - - - - 

36 39 55 49 - - - - - 

37 39 55 49 - - - - - 

38 39 55 51 - - - - - 

39 39 55 46 - - - - - 

40 39 55 44 - - - - - 

41 49 55 43 - - - - - 

42 48 55 43 - - - - 
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Site Location 

fliUUI...  

LAeq 

(11Opm-6am)  

Ambient 

Noise 

Level 

dB(A) 

Agreed 

Criterion 

dB(A) 

No Barrier Barrier Height 

2.Om 

Barrier Height 

3Om 

Barrier Height 

3.5m 

_______________ 

Barrier Height 

4.Om 

_______________ 

Barrier Height 

to achieve 

LA(eq)= 

55dB(A) 

43 48 55 43 - - - - - 

44 48 55 41 - - - - - 

45 48 55 41 - - - - - 

46 39 55 44 - - - - - 

47 39 55 43 - - - - - 

48 39 55 44 - - - - - 

51 51 55 53 - - - - - 

52 51 55 57 - - - - - 

53 48 55 58 - - - - - 

54 48 55 60 - - - - - 

55 48 55 58 - - - - - 

56 48 55 55 - - - - - 

Notes 	1. Blank cells indicate that the barriers were not modelled as noise levels comply with criterion 

2. Although predicted future noise levels at receivers 53 to 56 exceed criterion, these levels result from the existing Geraldton - Mount Magnet Road and are 

not exceeded as a result of the GSTC 
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Site Location 

I. I flflU rn, • ....n. 1_VU_l_ I 

LAeq 

çlOpm - 6ajL 

Ambient 

Noise Level 

dB(A) 

Agreed 

Criterion 

dB(A 

No Barrier Barrier Height 

2.Om 

Barrier Height 

3.Om 

Barrier Height 

3.5m 

Barrier Height 

4.Om 

Barrier 

Height to 

achieve 

LA(eq)= 

55dB(A) 

1 45 55 60 58 52 51 49 3.Om 

2 45 55 56 54 50 49 48 3.Om 

3 45 55 54 53 48 48 48 3.Om 

4 50 55 56 55 54 54 52 3.5m 

5 50 55 58 57 56 55 52 3.5m 

6 50 55 60 58 58 54 53 3.5m 

10 52 55 62 60 58 55 54 3.5m 

11 52 55 60 58 55 54 52 3.Om 

12 52 55 59 58 55 53 52 3.Om 

13 52 55 59 57 53 52 51 3.Om 

14 52 55 59 57 53 52 51 3.0m 

15 52 55 59 54 52 51 50 3.Om 

16 52 55 60 54 52 51 50 3.Om 

17 52 55 60 53 51 50 50 3.Om 

18 52 55 62 56 53 52 51 3.0m 

19 52 55 60 55 53 52 51 3.Om 

20 52 55 65 58 55 55 54 3.5m 
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Site Location 

-- 

LAeq 

(1Opm-6am)  

Ambient 

Noise Level 

dB(A) 

Agreed 

Criterion 

dB(A 

No Barrier Barrier Height 

2.Om 

Barrier Height 

3.Om 

 ______________ 

Barrier Height 

3.5m 

______________ 

Barrier Height 

4.0(m) 

_____________ 

Barrier Height to 

achieve LA(eq) 

55dB(A) 

21 51 55 60 56 54 53 52 3.5m 

22 51 55 62 58 55 54 53 3.5m 

23 51 55 63 61 61 59 55 4.Om 

24 51 55 58 56 55 54 52 3.Om 

25 51 55 57 53 52 51 49 2.Om 

26 48 55 59 51 49 48 47 2.Om 

27 48 55 61 53 51 50 49 2.Om 

28 48 55 63 52 50 49 48 2.Om 

29 51 55 61 54 51 51 50 2.Om 

30 51 55 57 54 54 54 53 2.Om 

31 51 55 53 - - - - Urn 

32 49 55 42 - - - - Urn 

33 39 55 43 - - - - Om 

34 39 55 44 - - - - Orn 

35 39 55 44 - - - - Om 

36 39 55 44 - - - - Om 

37 39 55 44 - - - - Urn 

38 39 55 45 - - - - Om 

39 39 55 45 - - - - Urn 

40 39 55 44 - - - - Om 

41 49 55 45  
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Site Location LAeq 

(10pm - 6am)  

Ambient Agreed No Barrier Barrier Height Barrier Height Barrier Height Barrier Height Barrier Height to 

Noise level Criterion 2.Om 3.Om 3.5m 4.Om achieve LA(eq)= 

dB(A) dB(A  ________________ ______________ 
55dB(A) 

42 48 55 44 - - - - Urn 

43 48 55 46 - - - - Om 

44 48 55 47 - - - - Urn 

45 48 55 47 - - - - Urn 

46 39 55 49 - - - - Urn 

47 39 55 48 - - - - Urn 

48 39 55 50 - - - - Om 

49 --55   - - - - Orn 

50  55  - - - - Urn 

51 51 55 53 - - - - Om 

52 51 55 50 - - - - Orn 

53 48 55 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

54 48 55 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

55 48 55 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

56 48 55 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Notes 	1. Blank cells indicate that the barriers were not modelled as noise levels comply with criterion 
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As shown in Tables 4 and 5, the noise level of rail traffic dominated the 
noise level produced by road traffic in all cases. As such, noise barriers 
would be required to meet the rail traffic noise level impact criteria, which 
in turn would satisfy the barrier requirements for road traffic noise. 

The noise prediction investigation suggests that the traffic noise impact 
criteria can be achieved through a combination of noise barriers ranging 
from between two (2) metres and four (4) metres high. 

4.8 	RISK ASSESSMENT 

A detailed assessment of risk associated with the transport of dangerous goods 
has been completed (Connell Wagner, 2000). The assessment was carried out 
using current EPA guidelines for assessment of individual risk and the societal 
risk criteria proposed for the Kwinana Industrial Area (in the absence of more 
specific guidance). The assessment followed a methodology consistent with 
the frameworks espoused in national standards for risk management - AS/NZS 
4360 - 1999: Risk Management. 

When the assessment of risks associated with transport of dangerous goods 
was undertaken it was based on traffic predictions in the Year 2026. Road. 
traffic volumes expected in that year are shown in Table 4. 

Table 6 	ROAD TRAFFIC VOLUMES 2026 

Location Projected Traffic Volume 

AADT_2026 

Port Way 9900 

North West Coastal Highway 13400 

Geraldton Mount Magnet Road 8100 

It is expected rail traffic will increase to seven (7) inbound and seven (7) 
outbound trains per day. 

Notwithstanding the projected increase in traffic volumes, substantial 
improvements in safety would derive from the GSTC through: 

Improved road and rail alignment and geometry; 
A direct route into the Port area; and 
The removal of the majority of the dangerous goods vehicles from the local 
residential areas where the risk of accident is high and the effects of such 
accidents is also high. 

The transport of dangerous goods in 2026 is expected to increase to 850, 000 
tonnes by road (of which 64.7% would be fuel) and 240,000 tonnes by rail of 
which 16.7% would be classified as dangerous goods. There is some 
divergence of opinion regarding the role of rail in transport of dangerous goods. 
The specific growth in rail transport implies that it relates to a specific industry, 
but no further information is available at this time. Discussions with Westrail 
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suggest it is highly unlikely volumes of fuel of this magnitude would be 
transported from Geraldton by rail. The increase in the number of trains 
predicted to enter and leave the Port reflects this view. 

The GSTC will have 16 road intersections in total with three of those (Brand 
Highway, Durlacher Street and Highbury Street) being grade separated. A total 
of 10 rail crossings will be located within the corridor of which three (3) will be 
grade separated (Brand Highway, Durlacher Street and Highbury Street). The 
highest potential for road accidents within the corridor occurs at North West 
Coastal Highway (28%), Brand Highway (19%), Willcock Drive (11%) and 
Fitzgerald Street (10%). The major road/rail interactions occur on Fishermen's 
Wharf Road, Willcock Drive (both crossings) and Gould Road. 

The increase in traffic volumes on the GSTC, projected out to 2026, increases 
the risk of an accident involving dangerous goods. In turn, a dangerous goods 
accident has the potential to damage the environment and/or cause injury or 
death to a person/s who was otherwise not involved in the accident. In the year 
2026 the accident rate is expected to be 0.905 v/km/yr of which 0.44% are 
expected to be vehicles carrying dangerous goods. With a likelihood of 45% 
that a spillage of goods exceeding 10% of the total load in the event of an 
accident with dangerous goods, the estimated frequency of accidents with 
dangerous goods that cause spillage is 9.81 E-08 per kilometre per year of 
which 37% are expected to result in spillage of dangerous goods at a distance 
greater than five (5) metres from the accident site. 

In the case of the rail the estimated frequency of accidents involving dangerous 
goods that cause spillage was 1 .48E-06 per km per year. This figure is an 
order of magnitude higher than a similar UK study, possibly a reflection on the 
sample size used for this study. 

The assessment included definition of minor and major spills. The former was 
considered to be a spill with a radius of 15 metres and the latter of 30 metres 
for liquid spills. For gaseous materials a minor spill was considered to have a 
radius of influence of 50 metres and a major spill had a radius of 150 metres. 

The frequency of individual fatality for road and rail spill incidents is given in 
Tables 5 and 6 below. 

Table 7 	FREQUENCY OF INDIVIDUAL FATALITIES IN SENSITIVE LOCATIONS 

Transport Mode Motel TAFE High School 
Road 6.7E09* 8.2E-10 6.4E-11 
Rail 7.7E08* 8.6E09* 9.6E-10 

Table 8 	FREQUENCY OF INDIVIDUAL FATALITIES IN RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS 

Transport Mode 25m/40m' 50m 150m 
Road 5.7E-09 4.9E-10 6.5E-11 
Rail 8.6E-08 * 9.4E-09 9.6E-10 
Note 1. Separation distance is 25 metres for road and 40 metres for rail 
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* Indicates risk in excess of EPA criteria 

The most significant areas likely to be affected by a dangerous goods spill are: 
The residential area and motel 10 metres from GSTC On Ramp (East); and 
The TAFE campus at the corner of Portway and Fitzgerald Street. 

The estimated risk associated with the TAFE assumes a constant occupancy of 
800 persons. This occupancy level is the maximum that is likely to occur and it 
is more likely the occupancy will be somewhat less than the maximum. 

The societal risk was assessed for 10, 100 and 1000 fatalities and is plotted as 
a frequency-number graph below. 
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The F-N curve indicates that all residential areas lie below the range of 
negligible risk. The sensitive facilities that lie between the bounds of negligible 
risk and intolerable risk are the Hacienda Motel and the TAFE facility. Both will 
require further actions to reduce the risk to below the upper bound of negligible 
risk. 

The degree of improvement of the GSTC over the existing road network is 
substantial. 
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4.9 VIBRATION MANAGEMENT 

Vibration can be generated during construction of the road and rail formations 
and during operation of the railway. Road traffic is not expected to generate 
vibration. 

Westrail anticipates the railway would not exceed levels that would result in 
adverse public comment. This prediction is based on the track design 
anticipated and the characteristics of unit train operation. 

Vibration is generated during construction through the use of vibratory 
compaction equipment and heavy machinery. The generation of vibration can 
be controlled during construction by restricting the use of vibratory mechanisms 
on machinery where vibration sensitive zones are predicted or reported. 

4.10 AIR QUALITY 

MRWA undertook a three (3) month survey of air quality along the GSTC from 
February to April 1999 in response to expressions of concern from the 
community (GHD, 1999). A mobile laboratory equipped with analysers for 
carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, PM10  and ozone was located on a site 
east of the Geraldton Secondary College. The results obtained were compared 
to the National Environmental Protection Measure (NEPM) for air quality. 

The monitoring program was generally successful with data recoveries in 
excess of 90%. The levels of pollution at this site are extremely low and 
consistent with an urban/rural location. Despite its location there is still strong 
evidence of the effect of human activity on air quality. Clear weekday morning 
peaks associated with morning commuter activities are apparent. 

It can be concluded that the levels of air pollution at this site are extremely low 
except for the occasional regional impact of elevated fine particulate matter. 
The NEPM is not breached during such events. It also concluded the 
construction of the GSTC would have no measurable impact on the local or 
regional air quality. 

4.11 SAFETY AND ACCESS 

A study of the safety access and environmental issues associated with the 
GSTC relative to schools near the corridor was completed. 	It was 
commissioned by the Department of Contract and Management Services in 
November 1998 (HGM, 1998). The study involved a series of interviews with 
school principals and a review of road planning and environmental studies 
completed. 
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The study concluded that most concerns raised have been addressed in 
studies completed to date. Student access has been accommodated by the 
provision of pedestrian crossings and dual use paths at strategic locations. 
Some problems, such as a lack of crossing attendants are existing problems 
that will not be resolved by proposals for the GSTC. 

All relevant issues regarding noise, dust control, air quality and vibration are 
addressed in previous and current environmental reports. Proximity of the oval 
linked to the Geraldton Secondary College may be resolved by use of fences 
and dense landscaping. 
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5 	ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES AND COMMITMENTS 

This section addresses the management of the four key environmental effects 
identified in Section 4. MRWA would propose to require the design and construct 
contractor undertake the preparation of an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) 
prior to construction. The EMP would discuss the further evaluation of these key 
issues during the design process and the management proposed as a result of that 
evaluation. The management of issues of lesser significance would also be 
addressed in the EMP. 

Commitment: MRWA will prepare and implement an Environmental Management 
Plan, prior to the commencement of construction, to address the detailed 
management of all environmental issues identified in this Environmental Protection 
Statement including: 

Vegetation protection and replacement; 
Noise and vibration; and 
Dangerous good 

on the advice of the Department of Environmental Protection. 

The Plan will seek to minimise the environmental effects of constructing and 
operating the Geraldton Southern Transport Corridor and will be implemented prior 
to the construction phase. 

MRWA would require the "design and construct" contractor to use the management 
standards described in the following discussion as a minimum to be achieved in 
further development of the Project. 

5.1 	PROXIMITY TO THE FOREDUNES 

Whilst the current GSTC Master Plan alignment is within the development zone 
buffer, the alignment of the railway has since been adjusted in the Greys Beach 
area to accommodate the suggested buffer. The option of moving the rail line 
onto the current alignment of Wiflcock Drive, west of Portway has been adopted 
as it offers the greatest separation from the ocean• facing foredune. This 
preferred option would also reduce the area of land required and vegetation 
removed in Reserve 2562. 

The DoT Maritime Branch supports the adoption of this option in 
correspondence at Appendix 5. 

Commitment: MRWA will ensure the placement of the GSTC is beyond the 
coastal development zone buffer for protection of the coast, on the advice of 
the Maritime Branch of the Department of Transport, by revision of the road/rail 
alignment prior to the commencement of the construction phase. 
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5.2 Loss OF VEGETATION 

General Approach 

The loss of remnant vegetation occurs mainly in the area from Beachlands to 
near Hardey Road in Narngulu. East of Hardey Road, the GSTC passes 
through cleared farmland. These areas will be revegetated and complement 
conserved vegetation within and adjacent to the GSTC. 

Areas of land within the GSTC that are not required for construction and 
maintenance of the GSTC, but retained within the corridor, would be protected 
during construction if they contain existing native vegetation and enhanced 
during rehabilitation of the project area by complementary and supplementary 
planting. 

A significant portion of the total area affected is cleared agricultural land. In 
these cleared areas the new vegetation would add to the landscape in this 
predominantly treeless section of the project area. The composition and 
diversity of this vegetation could be planned to provide examples of the former 
natural vegetation in the area. This vegetation type is now considered a 
"Threatened ecological community" by CALM. The opportunity to create 
examples of this community would be explored during the design phase when 
potential areas suitable for establishment of this vegetation could be delineated. 

To compensate for the remnant vegetation loss, MRWA would acquire 10.3 ha 
of adjacent land, as shown in Figure 9, containing equal or better quality 
vegetation for permanent retention. The remnant vegetation on this land was 
identified as worthy of retention (Connell Wagner, 2000b). This area of land is 
representative of the Acacia - Banksia Scrub on limestone association 
identified by Beard and lies within the Tamala soil landscape system. It abuts 
an area of the GSTC corridor in an area where the potential exists to retain 
existing vegetation thus increasing the effective size of the vegetated area. It is 
in comparatively good condition when rated against other vegetation in the local 
area and has the potential to regenerate once protected by fencing. This land 
will be fenced and included in the corridor to protect the remnant vegetation 
occupying it. The area will also be fenced off during construction to prevent 
entry into the area by construction equipment. 

Commitment: MRWA will acquire 10.3 ha of land, containing adjacent to the 
GSTC to compensate for vegetation loss. This land will be acquired prior to 
construction, on advice from the Department of Conservation and Land 
Management. 
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The closure of the existing Separation Point Caravan Park would allow 
rehabilitation of a further area of 2.5 ha occupied by the caravan park. This 
area lies within the Quindalup Central soil landscape system. 

Protection of vegetation within the corridor reserve from degradation through 
indiscriminant human activity will be achieved by fencing the corridor. 

Commitment: MRWA will prepare and implement a Vegetation Protection and 
Replacement Management Plan to address: 

Revegetation of all areas that are cleared during the construction phase but 
do not form part of the final road/rail structure; 
Protection of areas of existing vegetation outside the construction zone 
within the corridor during construction and enhance them during 
rehabilitation; 
Restoration of the former natural vegetation within the corridor in areas 
cleared for agriculture; 
Rehabilitation of the area currently occupied by the Separation Point 
Caravan Park; 
Fence the corridor; 
Fencing of both sides of the GSTC along its entire length; and 
Use local native species in rehabilitation. 

The Plan will developed prior to the construction phase, and implemented 
furing and after construction, to sustain, improve and replace the value of 
natural vegetation in the project area, on advice from the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management. 

Rehabilitation 

An extensive rehabilitation program would be undertaken to revegetate the 
ground exposed/disturbed during the construction phase. This work would be 
linked to a landscape management plan that would focus on vegetation 
replacement and integration of the structures created by the Project with the 
neighbouring landscapes. As a result of the landscape/rehabilitation program it 
is anticipated a significant area would be revegetated with an emphasis on 
replacement of the natural vegetation associations. The extent of this area 
would be determined in the design. 

The landscape design criteria would specify that species used in the 
landscape/rehabilitation program should be native species that occur locally 
along the GSTC. These criteria would enable maximum replacement of the 
vegetation removed to construct the Project and enhancement of sections of 
remnant vegetation that are currently in a degraded condition. 

Rehabilitation on the Greenough Alluvium soil landscape system, described in 
the soil landscape mapping, would seek to replace the ecological communities 
that existed prior to land clearing in this area. The landscape designer would 
take advice from the Threatened Communities Unit within CALM to ensure the 
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structure of the landscape design was consistent with the structure understood 
to exist within this soil landscape type. 

Commitment: Prior to construction, MRWA will develop a landscape 
rehabilitation program, as part of the Vegetation Protection and replacement 
Management Plan to replace vegetation cover lost during the construction of 
the GSTC. The rehabilitation will use local native plant species with the 
objective of improving the diversity of plant species and communities within the 
corridor, on advice of the Department of Conservation and Land Management. 

Conclusion 

MRWA considers that the combination of: 
Acquisition of additional land in the Tamala System; 
Rehabilitation of the Separation Point Caravan Park in the Quindalup 
Central System and creation of further examples of the ihreatened 
ecological community" in the Greenough Alluvium System; and 
The rehabilitation of the GSTC after construction with an emphasis on the 
use of local native plant species in all rehabilitation and landscaping works 
will result in no net loss of broad conservation values within the project 
area. 

5.3 	NOISE MANAGEMENT 

To mitigate the noise at locations where predictions exceed the noise level 
impact criteria, it is proposed to use noise barriers. Noise barriers would take 
the form of earth bunds, vertical walls or a combination of earth bunds and 
vertical walls. Noise barriers would be designed to mitigate rail noise levels, 
which would, in turn, mitigate the road noise to acceptable levels. 

Noise level predictions have been remodelled for the locations that exceeded 
the noise level impact criteria. This remodelling has incorporated the noise 
attenuation effect from the noise barriers and has shown that all locations 
would fall within acceptable levels with barriers of adequate height (Refer to 
Tables 2 and 3). 

The location of the recommended noise barriers, required as a minimum, is 
shown on Figure 11. As a minimum design standard, the barrier would be at 
least two (2) metres high and a maximum of four (4) metres high. 

The height of the barriers has been restricted to four (4) metres to reduce the 
visual impact of the walls for the residents of homes facing the corridor. The 
visual impact is expected to be of greater significance than that of traffic noise 
once the barriers extend beyond the four (4) metre level. 

In the section of Elliott Street from Crowther Street to the Central West College 
of TAFE it is proposed to construct a three (3) metre high barrier to address 
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both noise attenuation and visual impact issues in that section. A barrier of this 
height will attenuate predicted noise levels and provide relief from the sight of 
passing road and rail traffic. 

The design and construct contractor appointed to build the GSTC would design 
traffic noise mitigation structures where necessary to ensure that noise 
affecting existing residences caused by road and rail traffic, predicted to use 
the facility in 2026, meet the noise level impact criterion described above. 
These structures would include, but not be limited to, the locations shown in 
Figure 11. The Contractor would be required to undertake a noise assessment 
following commissioning of the Project to validate the requirement for structures 
constructed and implement corrective works at points where the noise level 
impact criterion were exceeded. 

As the GSTC will be delivered as a design and construct contract, the vertical 
and horizontal profiles may change. To ensure that noise barriers would be 
constructed in the locations that have been highlighted in the noise study and 
through community consultation, the contractor would: 

Use the same noise level prediction methodology used in this assessment; 
Use the noise level impact criteria; 
As a minimum, construct noise barriers at locations shown in Figure 11; 
Construct barriers to a minimum height of two metres and a maximum 
height of four metres; 
Construct noise barriers at heights and locations based on the revised 
road/rail design; and 
Adjust the final barrier locations to provide logical start and end points to the 
barrier locations. 

Any modeling of future noise level predictions, undertaken by the design and 
construct contractor, would be undertaken using the operational assumptions 
described in Section 4.7.2 but will take into account any changes in design 
(such as road or rail finished levels and change in road surfacing). 

The design and construct contractor engaged by the proponent will: 
a) Report on any changes to the barrier locations will be submitted to MRWA 

as part of the EMP following design and as a separate report 12 months 
after use of the GSTC has commenced; and 

b) Validate the location of barriers satisfies the noise level impact criteria. The 
validation will occur at the completion of the design and following the initial 
period of operation of the new facility. 

In Section 3. a commitment is made to establish a register of communications 
with the community regarding the performance of the Project during and after 
construction. Complaints about noise related issues would be recorded in this 
register, together with a statement of any action undertaken to address the 
issue from which the complaint arose. 
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Commitments 

1. MRWA will implement the proposal such that noise and vibration 
emissions associated with the proposal are minimised as far as is 
practicable. 

2. MRWA will cause the project to be designed and constructed such that 
the operating noise levels received at noise sensitive premises shall not 
exceed the following - 

In relation to road and rail traffic separately, a noise level of 55 
dBLAeq,8h over the period 10pm to 6am; and 
In relation to road traffic only, a noise level of 63 dBLAI O, 18h  over the 
period 6am to midnight. 

Note: Noise predictions are to be carried out according to 
methodology used in the environmental assessment of this Project. 

3. The maximum height of noise barriers designed to meet Condition 2 
shall be 4.0 metres above existing ground level. 

4. Where a noise barrier is required under Condition 2, the minimum 
barrier height shall be as far as practicable 2.Om above existing ground 
level. 

5. MRWA will cause a noise barrier to be constructed to a height of at least 
3.0 metres above existing ground level on the southern side of Eliot 
Street, between Crowther Street and the Central West College of TA FE, 
excluding openings for existing street access. 

6. MRWA will develop and implement a Noise and Vibration Management 
Plan, to the satisfaction of the Minister on the advice of the DEP/EPA, to 
address issues including: 

Construction noise impacts; 
Operational noise impacts; 
Monitoring and reporting on the effectiveness of the noise barriers 6 
months after completion of construction; 
Modifications to be undertaken if monitoring indicates that noise 
emissions exceed noise level criteria; and 
Noise complaint response and ongoing noise and vibration 
monitoring program. 
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5.4 VIBRATION MANAGEMENT 

Design 

A study will be undertaken to predict areas susceptible to vibration prior to the 
design phase. The study findings would allow the design of the railway to 
include provisions to mitigate the generation of excessive vibration, if 
necessary. 

The study would also include an assessment of the potential for vibration 
generated by construction to exceed levels likely to affect nearby buildings and 
the occupants of those buildings. 

Construction 

MRWA has adopted a standard requirement for completion of property 
condition reports on projects where vibration generated by construction 
machinery is an issue. The contractor that is engaged to complete the 
construction on this project would be requested to complete property condition 
reports for all properties within a minimum distance of 50 metres of any 
construction activities. All nearby properties of heritage significance would also 
be assessed. Re-assessment would also be required on receipt of a complaint 
regarding excessive vibration or deterioration of the condition of a building. A 
final assessment would be undertaken at the completion of the construction 
contract for any building that has been the subject of complaint during the 
project construction period. 

Commitment: MRWA will develop and implement a Noise and Vibration 
Management Plan prior to construction, to the satisfaction of the Minister on the 
advice of the DEP/EPA, to address issues including: 

Assessment of the potential for vibration prior to the design phaseto predict 
areas susceptible to vibration; 
Determination of the need for vibration suppression in the railway track; 
A Property Condition Survey to be completed on properties within 50 
metres of any construction activity and on nearby properties of heritage 
significance; 
Construction vibration impacts; 
Operational vibration impacts; and 
A vibration complaint response and ongoing vibration monitoring program. 

5.5 	TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS 

The design of the GSTC project would take into account: 
Spill containment basins within the corridor; and 
Intersection designs that include turn pockets at intersections, where left 
and right hand turns are permitted. 
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The spill containment basins will be placed in areas where a spill of dangerous 
goods on the road or rail within the GSTC would pose an environmental threat. 
i.e. 	in the areas where the spill could leak into the ocean or the local 
groundwater. This is generally in the area of the Quindalup Central and Tamala 
soil landscape units. The basins would be designed with the following criteria: 

Two-stage basin - first stage fully lined with a capacity of 1OOm3  and 
second stage allowing infiltration through base; 
Accessible by emergency vehicles; 
Isolation mechanism between stages; and 
Lining in first stage covered with sandy material to allow for easy cleaning 
and protection from penetration and ultra-violet degradation. 

All local emergency services will be advised of the location, access points and 
isolation capabilities of each spill containment basin to ensure the basins are used 
effectively during any emergency. The basins will be located at the furthest possible 
point from nearby points of residential habitation. 

The Fitzgerald Street intersection would be provided with left and right turn pockets 
and vehicle refuges to enable vehicles to stop before entering the second line of 
traffic. 

With reference to the two points of greatest risk, it is proposed to undertake the 
following actions: 

The purchase of the Hacienda Motel is being negotiated with the current owners. 
This allows the point of closest risk to be moved back from the GSTC On Ramp 
(East) by some 50 metres. 

At the main TAFE facility, on the corner of Fitzgerald Street, the conceptual plans 
for development of that site have taken into account the presence of the GSTC. 
The plans suggest that land nearest the GSTC is used for a car park area. 
Modifications to the Fitzgerald Street intersection will be made to minimse the 
potential for vehicle incidents at that point 

In addition MRWA plans to construct a oise barrier adjacent to the TAFE. This 
barrier will provide some relief from effec :s of spillage of dangerous goods at that 
point and this combined with intersection treatments will minimize the potential for 
an accident involving dangerous goods. 

Commitment: MRWA seeks to reduce levels of risk associated with the transport 
of dangerous goods to at least a level that is practically achievable. To reach this 
level MRWA will prepare and implement a Dangerous Goods Management Plan to 
address: 

Construction of two-stage spill containment basins with a capacity of 1 00m3  and 
an impermeable liner, to capture contaminants prior to discharge to in filtration 
basins, will be constructed in zones of environmental threat. 
Advising emergency services of their location and operation; 
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Provision of turn pockets and storage for turning vehicles at the Fitzgerald 
Street intersection; 
Construction of a noise barrier adjacent to the TAFE campus to provide 
additional blast protection; 
Investigation of the potential to lessen the individual and societal risk in 
adjoining areas when designing the GSTC On Ramp (East). 

These actions will be investigated and agreed prior to construction. 
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6 	ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT COMMITMENTS 

The proponent makes the following environmental management commitments: 

No. Topic Action Objective/s Timing Advice 

Environmental management Prepare and implement Environmental Management Plans to Minimise environmental Prior to construction 

address: effects in the construction 
Vegetation protection and replacement and operation phases 
Noise and Vibration 
Dangerous goods  

2 Vegetation loss Acquire 10.3 ha of land containing vegetation adjacent to the Compensate for Prior to construction CALM 

Geraldton Southern Transport Corridor vegetation loss  

3 Vegetation protection and Prepare a Vegetation Protection and Replacement Management Sustain, improve and Prior to construction CALM 

replacement management Plan to address: replace the values of 

plan Revegetation of all areas that are cleared with local native natural vegetation 
species during the construction phase, that do not form part cleared 
of the final road/rail structure. 
Protection of areas of existing vegetation outside the 
construction zone within the corridor during construction and 
enhance them during rehabilitation. 
Restoration of the former natural vegetation within the 
corridor in areas cleared for agriculture. 
Rehabilitation of the area occupied by the Separation Point 
Caravan Park. 
Fencing of both sides of the Geraldton Southern Transport 
Corridor along its entire length. Improve the diversity of 
A landscape rehabilitation program to replace vegetation plant species and 
cover lost during construction. communities within the 
Use of local native species in rehabilitation I corridor.vegetation  
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No. Topic Action Objective/s 	 I Timing Advice 

4 Implementation of Vegetation Implement the Vegetation Protection and Replacement Ensure appropriate During and post- CALM 

Protection and Replacement Management Plan management, protection construction 

Management Plan and rehabilitation of 
vegetation.  

5 Noise and Vibration 
_______________________________________________________ 
1. The proponent shall implement the proposal such that noise Reduce noise levels to Prior to and during 

Management and vibration emissions associated with the proposal are levels consistent with the construction 

minimised as far as is practicable. noise level criteria agreed 
2. The proponent shall cause the project to be designed and between 

constructed such that the operating noise levels received at MRWNWAGR/DEP 

noise sensitive premises do not exceed the following - 
In relation to road and rail traffic separately, a noise 
level of 55 dBLA,8h (over the period 10pm to 6am); and 
In relation to road traffic only, a noise level of 63 
dBLAI0,18h (over the period 6am to midnight). 

Note: 	Noise predictions are to be carried out according to 
methodology used in the environmental assessment of this 
Project. 

3. 	The maximum height of noise barriers designed to meet 
Commitment 2 will be 4.0 metres above existing ground 
level. 

4. 	Where a noise barrier is required under Commitment 2, the 
minimum barrier height shall be as tar as practicable 2.Om 
above existing ground level. 

5. 	The proponent will cause a noise barrier to be constructed to Maintain a balance 
a height of at least 3.0 metres above existing ground level between noise control 
on the southern side of Eliot Street, between Crowther Street and aesthetic appeal 
and the Central West College of TAFE, excluding openings 
for_  existing _street_access. 
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No. Topic Action Objective/s Timing Advice 

6 Noise and Vibration Prepare a Noise and Vibration Management Plan to address: 
Management Plan Assessment of the potential for vibration prior to the design Reducing vibration in Prior to 

phase to predict areas susceptible to vibration, construction and construction 

Determination of the need for vibration suppression in the operation Prior to construction 

railway track. 
A Property Condition Survey to be completed before Avoiding damage to Prior to construction 

construction on properties within 50 metres of any properties 
construction activity and on other nearby properties of 
heritage significance. 

Construction noise and vibration impacts. Manage construction Prior to construction i. 

issues as they arise. 
Operational noise and vibration impacts. Manage operational Prior and during 

issues as they arise, construction 

Monitoring and reporting on the effectiveness of barriers 6 Verify noise predictions During and post- 
months after completion of construction. construction 

Modifications to be undertaken if monitoring indicates that Post-construction 

noise emissions exceed noise level criteria. 
Noise and vibration complaint response and an ongoing 

noise and vibration monitoring program. 

7 Imptementation of Noise and Implement the Noise and Vibration Management Plan Ensure appropriate During and post- 
Vibration Management Plan management of noise construction 

and vibration  
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No. Topic Action Objective/s Timing Advice 

8 Coastal protection Ensure the Corridor is placed beyond the coastal development Protection of coast Prior to construction DoT 

zone buffer described by the Maritime Branch of the Department 
of Transport. 

9 Dangerous Goods Prepare a Dangerous Goods Management Plan to address: Prevent spread of spill 

Management Plan Construction of basins with a capacity of 1 00m3  and an into the environment During construction 

impermeable liner to capture contaminants prior to discharge 
to infiltration basins in zones of environmental threat. 
Advising emergency services of basin location and During construction 

operation. 
Provision of turn pockets and storage for turning vehicles in Reduce the potential for Prior to construction 

the median at the Fitzgerald Street intersection, vehicle-vehicle 

Construction of a noise barrier adjacent to the TAFE interaction During construction 

campus to provide additional blast protection. 
Investigation into the potential to lessen the individual and Reduce individual and Prior to construction 

societal risk in adjoining areas when designing the GSTC On societal risk 

Ramp. 

10 Implementation of Dangerous Implement the Dangerous Goods Management Plan Ensure appropriate During and post- 

Goods Management Plan management of public construction 
health and safety 
associated with transport 
of dangerous goods. I 

Note: 	EPA 	Environmental Protection Authority 
DEP 	Department of Environmental Protection 
CALM Department of Conservation and Land Management 
MRWA Main Roads Western Australia 
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Geraldton Port Precino Works - EAMP 	 36007.035 

I m 	 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

I The Geraldton Port Precinct Traffic Planning Study was recently undertaken for Maln Roads 

Western Australia (MRWA) by Western Infrastructure. The study identified the local traffic 

1 	network requirements at the port precinct resulting from thc proposed Geraldton Southern 

Transport Corridor (GSTC) route. The preferred network outlined in the Traffic Planning Study 

I proposes a road corridor to the north of the rail line, directly linking traffic from the GSTC to the 

port. These Port Precinct Works (PPV will provide an extension and realignment to the western 

I
extent of the Geraldton Southern Transport Corridor (GSTC) road link. The proposal will provide 

significant improvements to the local road network, road safety and traffic flow in the Port 

I - 	 Precinct. 

The PPW are separate to the works associated with the GSTC. However, the PPW will not be 

constructed without the implementation of the GSTC works. Once all approvals are granted, it is 

proposed to let a 'Design and Construct Confract" for the final design and construction of the 

proposed works. It is likely the construction of the proposed PPW will be included with the 

design and construct contract for the GSTC. 

This report provides an Environmental Assessment and Management Plan for the proposed Port 

Precinct Works. The report addresses several key environmental issues and provides a series of 

management strategies to ensure potential impacts are minimised. The potential impacts associated 

- 	 with the proposal are not considered significant. The impacts can be minirnised through proper 

environmental management. However, particular attention should be given  to the following: 

- 	 • 	Noise associated with the road construction and operation; 

- 	 . 	Transportation of dangerous goods; 

The affect of the PPW on coastal processes; 

Impact on \risual amenity. 

Implementation of the recommended management strategies and fulfilment of commitments 

proposed by the proponent will ensure the Environmental Protection Authority's environmental 

objectives are met. 

I \SMECWORK\ProjecIsMRWA TCC05037.035\Report\Rev1 .doc 
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APPENDIX 1 

Correspondence Local Government Authorities to MRWA 
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i—>M 17/1299 1126 Pg: 

CITY OF GERALDTON 
CMC CENTRE 	 Telephone Numbers: 
Cathedral Avenue 	 Art Galiery 	 (08) 9921 6511 
GERALDTON WA 6530 	Family Day Care 	(08) 9921 7155 
Telephone: (08) 9956 6600 	Library 	 (08) 9956 6659 
Facsimile: (08) 9956 6674 	Queen Elizabeth Centre (08) 9921 2684 

Queens Park Theatre 	(08) 9956 6662 

FACSIMILE COVER SHEET 

TO: 	MWRA 	 FAXNO; 	 0892214007 
ATTN: 	Ian Fennell 	 REPLY REQUIRED: 
FROM: 	Geoff Shoemark 	 URGENTI 
DATE: 	17December 1998 	 TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 1 
SUBJECT: Geraldton Southern Transport Corridor 

Further to our recent discussions at the Steering Committee Meeting on Tuesday 
15th December, 1998, I wish to confirm the Citys Council endorsement of the 
recommendation from report TS-1 1 (15/12198), with a minor variation that section (C) 
of part (i) now reads:- 

TMThat the City strongly supports the proposed east/west route based on the 
consultants report and the City of Gerakon comments, (previously forwarded) as it 
improves heavy haulage access to the Port and as a result, Council expects the 
removal of the existing railway from the foreshore area of the Central Business 
District precinct permitting redevelopment for tourists, business and recreational 
opportunities. 

Should you require further clarification , please contact me at your oonni., 

;er Technical Services 

JLm:199e Q9Vex&i251$.doc 
17-D.c-98 

/1' 



SHIRE of GREENO UGH 
GERALDTONIMT MAGNET ROAD, UTAKARRA, W.A. 

POSTAL ADDRESS: 
P.O. Box 21, GERALDTON 
TELEPHONE: 9921 2533 
FACSIMLE: 9921 8570/ 

OUR REF: 

PROJEC1 DIREC10R11 REF: 
2074 

0 9 NOV 2000 

1500/2:RG1:DS 

Mr Richard Gorbunów 

RECEIVED 

Mr MC Walker 
Project Director 
Main Roads Western Australia 
PC Box 6058 
EAST PERTH WA 6892 

CORRESpONDENcE REGISTRATION 
NUMBR...J1P?QL'__ 
REPLYDATE........,J. ..L

OF 
..... 

FILE NO..... 

Dear Mark 

GERALDTON SOUTHERN TRANSPORT CORRIDOR - AIRPORT ACCESS ROAD, FIRE 
& EMERGENCY SERVICES AUTHORITY BUILDING & AIRPORT ENTRY STATEMENT 

I am confirming that the Shire of Greenough support the proposed alignment of the East 
West component of the Southern Transport Corridor. Council resolution, [Minute Number 
C04.00.301. 

Regarding the Airport Access Road, Fire & Emergency Services Authority building and the 
Airport Entry Statement, I wish to advise that Council agrees with the realignment at the 
Airport Entrance subject to: 

Rebuild the Entry Statement [Mosaic Art] 
Relocate carpark near the Fire & Emergency Services Authority Building and 
provide access 
Provide a noise barrier between the Fire & Emergency Services Authority 
Building and new alignment if required. 
Relocate the Batavia Coast Entrance Sign on an appropriate site if 
necessary. 

	

? 	Construct a roundabout at chainage 1190.00 [see attachment] and extend the 
road to link with Airport access road. 

Cost's associated with the above project Will be covered by the Main Roads. 

If you have any further enquiries regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact this 
office, quoting the above reference. 

Yours sincerely 

< 	2' 

RM GORBUNOW 
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING SERVICES 

Enclosure 
6 November 2000 
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Lists of Flora and Fauna Species 
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Botanical Name Common Name 
Acacia ericifolia Flat leafed acacia 
Acacia lasiocarpa 
Acacia restiacea Acacia 
Acacia rostellifera Summer scented wattle 
Acacia saligna Orange wattle 
Agave americana* Centuary plant 
Alyogyne huegelii Lilac hibiscus 
Alyxia buxifolia  
Amyema miguelll Stalked mistletoe 
Amyema preiss// Wireleaf mistletoe 
Ancanthocarpus preiss/i Prickle lily 
Anthoceris littorea Yellow taut lower 
Arctotheca calendula* Cape weed 
Atriplex c/nerea Small leafed saltbush 
Atriplex isatidea Coastal saitbush 
Avena flata* Wild oats 
Billardiera bicolor  
Brassica oxyrrhina * Smooth-stem turnip 
Cacklie maritima Sea rocket 
Cal/its/s preissii# Rottnest Island pine 
Carpobrotus edu/is * Pigf ace 
Carpobrotus virescens Pigface 
Cassytha glabra Dodder laurel 
Clematis microphylla Old Man's beard 
Comesperma scorparium Blue insect flower 
Diane/la divaricata Flax lilly 
Diplo/aena grand/flora Geraldton rose 
Eremophila glabra Tar bush 
Eucalyptus gomphocelepha# Tuart 
Eucalyptus obtusiflora Dongara mallee 
Eucalyptus oraria Mallee 
Eupho rb/a terracina* Geraldton carnation weed 
Exocarpus sparteus Broom ballart 
Fumar/a capreolata* Whitef lower fumitory 
Gu/chenotia ledifolia  
Helianthus annuus* Sunflower 
Hibbertia hypercoides Yellow hibbertia 
Isolepis nodosa Nodding club-rush 
Jackson/a furcellata  
Kennedia prostrata Running postman 
Lanata camara* Lantana 
Lasiopetalum oppos/tifolium  
Lepidosperma sp. Round leafed sedge 
Leptospermum laev /gatum* Coastal tea tree 
Lomandra sp. Flat leafed sedge 
Lupinus consent/n //* Sandplain lupin 
Lycium ferocissimum* African box thorn 
Melaleuca cardiophyfla Tangling melaleuca 
Melaleuca huegeli/ Chenille honey myrtle 
Melaleuca /anceolata# Rottnest Island tea tree 
Melaleuca /eipyx/s  
Mesembryanthemun crystaflinum* Ice plant 
Myoporum insulare Blueberry tree 
N/cotina glauca* Tobacco tree 
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Thhk Al fr.nt. ) FLORA IDENTIFIED WITHIN THE STUDY AREA. 

Botanical Name - Common Name 
Nitraria billardierei Wild grape 
Olearia a.xillaris Coastal daisy bush 
Opercu/aria spermacocea 
Opuntia stricta* Common prickly pear 
Oxalis pescapre* Soursob 
Paspa/um vaginatum * Saltwater couch 
Pennisetum setaceum Fountain grass 
Phyllanthus calycinus 
Pimelea microcephala 
Pimelia sp. 
Pittosporurn phylliraeoides Native apricot 
Raphanus raphanistum* Wild radish 
Rhagodia aft. baccata Berry salt bush 
Rhagodia baccata Berry salt bush 
Ru/in gia parviflora  
Sa/sola ka/i* Prickly saltwort 
Santa/urn acuminatum Sweet guandong 
Scaevo/a aft. thesioides Long leafed blue fan flower 
Scaevola crassifolia Thick leafed fan flower 
Scaevola tornentosa var. atripilcina Orange fan flower 
Solanum /asiophyllum  
Spine fex longifo/ius Long leafed spinifex 
Spyridiurn globulosum Basket bush 
Stipa elegantissima. Feather speargrass 
Sty/obasium spathula turn  
Tamarix aphy/la# Tamarisk tree 
Temp/etonia retusa Cockies tongue 
Tetragonia decumbens Sea spinach 
Tetragonia implexicoma Bower spinach 
Thre/keldia diffusa  
Westringia rigida var. dolichophylla Westringia 
Zygophylum fruticulosum Shrubby twinleaf 

Notes: 	* 	denotes exotic species 
# 	denotes species planted in study area 

Names follow Marchant et al 1990 
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Table A2 FAUNA OBSERVED 
Scientific Name Common Name Method of Detection 
Birds  
Cacatua roseicapilla Galah Observed 
Gymnorhina tibicen dorsalis Magpie Observed 
Grallina cyanoleuca Magpie Lark Observed 
Corvus coronoides Australian Raven Observed 
Cracticus nigrogularis Pied Butcher Bird Observed 
Cacatua sanguinea Little Corella Observed 
Rhipidura leucophrys Willy Wagtail Observed 
Rhipidura fuliginosa Grey Fantail Observed 
Phaps chalcoptera Common Bronzewing Observed 
Columba livia Feral Pidgeon Observed 
Lichenostomus plumus White-plumed Honeyeater Observed 
Coracina novaehollandiae Black-faced Cookoo-shrike Observed 
Pelecanus conspicillatus Australian Pelican Observed 
Egretta novaehollandiae White-faced heron Observed 
Elanus axillaris Black-Shouldered Kite Observed 
Falco cenchroides Australian Kestrel Observed 
Larus novaehollandiae Silver Gull Observed 
Hirundo rustica Welcome Swallow Observed 
REPTILES  
Tiligua rugosa Bobtail Observed 
Tiligua occipitalis Western Blue Tongue Observed 
MAMMALS  
Macropus fuliginosus Western Grey Kangaroo Observed 
Oryctolagus cuniculus European Rabbit Scats 
Canis vulpes Red Fox Dead Specimen 
Ovis aries Sheep Observed 
Bos taurus Cattle Observed 

Notes: Species names follow Strahan (1995), Simpson and Day (1996), Triggs (1996) 
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Appendix 3 

Summary of Community Responses 
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Tohin P1 APJAI Vl AF (nMRRIINT1V RFSPnNSF 

Issue No. of Communication Management Proposed 

Responses Type  

Noise 5+ Written, face- See Section 5 

to-face  

Vibration 1 + Written, face- See Section 5 
to-face  

Pedestrian safety 4+ Written, face- Islands and pedestrian crossing areas 

to-face will 	be 	provided 	for 	the 	safety 	of 
pedestrians crossing the GSTC. 

Property 2+ Written, face- There 	is 	no 	evidence 	to 	suggest 

devaluation to-face property 	values 	will 	descres 	as 	a 
result of construction of the GSTC. 

Impact on schools 2+ Written, face- This issue has been the focus of a 

to-face specific 	study 	(HGM,1998) 	and 	is 

discussed in Section 4. 

Severance 4 Written The number of access points across 
the 	corridor 	in 	th 	vicinity 	of 	Grey's 
beach and Separation Point has not 
changed. 

Oakajee/Port + Written, face- The 	requirement 	and 	role 	of 	port 

relationship to-face facilities at Oakajee and those existing 
facilities is beyond the scope of this 
study. 

Dust + Face-to-face This 	issue will 	be addressed t the 
design 	phase 	by 	the 	design 	and 
construct 	contractor 	and 	will 	be 
included in the EMP to be prepared by 
the contractor 

Construction timing + Face-to-face This 	issue will 	be addressed t the 
design 	phase 	by 	the 	design 	and 
construct 	contractor 	and 	will 	be 
included in the EMP to be prepared by 
the contractor 

Open space 2 Written The submissions received considered 

between Mount development of this area to be a 

Tarcoola and benefit as it is currently "attracts 

Rangeway I undesirables". See Section 5 
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Tnhho P1 ff'nnt) 	ANAL VSIS OF COMMUNTIY RESPONSE 

Issue No. of Communication Management Proposed 

Responses Type  

Amenity of beach 5 Written The responses received identified the 

area benefit 	of 	improved 	access 	to 	the 
beach area in the central town area 
but raised the restriction of access to 
the 	Grey's 	beach 	and 	Separation 
Point foreshore areas as a concern. 
The 	introduction 	of the 	railway 	into 
West End will reduce the freedom of 
access to the beach at Separation 
Point. 	Access to Grey's Beach will 
still 	be 	available 	as the 	number of 
crossings at present on Portway is not 
descreased. 

Effects on 3 Written Acces opportunities across 	Portway 

cycling and have not been changed. 	Improved 

walking access for pedestrians 	and 	cyclists 
will be available at the Brand Highway 
junction. 	New 	accesses 	will 	be 
provided 	between 	Rangeway 	and 
Mount Tarcoola, particularly near the 
Geraldton 	Secondary 	College 
campus. 

Coastal 1 Written The GSTC will be place outside the 
degradation development 	zone 	buffer 	and 	not 

construction activities will be permitted 
inside that zone. 

School access 2+ Written, face-to- This issue has been the focus of a 
face specific 	study 	(HGM,1998) 	and 	is 

discussed in Section 4. 

Property 1 Written Acquisition 	of 	property 	required 	to 
resumption construct the GSTC will be obtained 

by agreed negotiation where possible. 

Aesthetics 2 Written A landscape management plan will be 
prepared during the design phase. 

Air quality 1 Written This issue was the focus of a specific 
study (GHD, 1999) and is discussed 
in Section 4. 

Effects 	on 	local 3 Written The 	submissions 	received 	were 

business balanced in the view of how the GSTC 
will affect local business and tourism. 

Note: The use of "+" indicates this issue was raised during door-to-door interviews in beachiands, Mahomets Flats, 

Rangeway and Mount Tarcoola. 
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Appendix 4 

Sample Information Pack 
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Information Pack for Residents 
NOVEMBER 1998 

This information pack has been prepared for residents within 100 metres of 
the Southern Transport Corridor. Its purpose is to provide general information 
about the project and specifically how it will affect you. Representatives 
from Westrail and Main Roads are visiting residents in the area to discuss 
the project. 

For further information contact: 

Mr Ian Fennell 

Main Roads Western Australia 

Ph: 0419 901 332 

or 

Ms Kirsten Williams 

ERM Mitchell McCotter 

Ph: 1800 653 031 

Overview of Geraldtons Southern Transport Corridor 	3 

What will this mean for your property? 	 5 

Noise Barriers and Locations 	 6 

Visual material showing 
Landscaping and noise wall treatments 

Z'MAlN ROADS ..  

TRRNSPORT 	
Western Australia 	 Westrail 
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SOUTHERN TRANSPORT CORRIDOR 
EAST-WEST LINK FLOWCHART 

Completion of Master Plan 
November 1998 

Submission to Cabinet 

Government Project 

Approval 

DOLA 	 EPA 
	

Native Title 
18 months duration 	 18 months duration 

	
18 months duration 

Design and Construct Tenders 
Called and Awarded 
3 months duration 

Design Documentation 
6 months 

Construction Phase 
Commences 

Possible Rail Project 
	

Possible Road Project 
Completion 
	

Completion 

30 months 
	

30 months 

Figure 1 
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Overview of Geraldton's Southern Transport Corridor 

What is Geraldton's Southern Transport Corridor? 

The Southern Transport Corridor includes the proposed east-west road link between 
the airport and the Geraldton Port, and the east-west rail link from Narngulu to the 
port. It is termed 'Southern Transport Corridor' because this route is south of the City 
of Geraldton. 

This project is being overseen by a steering group which includes representatives from 
the Department of Transport, Main Roads WA, Westrail, Mid-West Development 
Commission, Ministry for Planning, City of Geraldton and the Shire of Greenough. 

You may have seen articles in the newspaper, or drawings at public displays which 
also refer to the proposed north-south link which is shown in the draft Geraldton Region 
Plan as travelling from the Rudds Gully area up to Webberton. This north-south link 
is not part of the Southern Transport Corridor, but it is also being examined as part of 
the engineering consultancy. 

Why is Geraldton's Southern Transport Corridor needed? 

The east-west link of the Southern Transport Corridor is necessary to secure efficient, 
long-term access to the Geraldton Port. It will also allow for the removal of the current 
railway line along the city foreshore and provide the opportunity for attractive 
redevelopment. 

Will any of Geraldton's existing roads be modified? 

u The large rotary which is the current junction of Brand Highway, North West Coastal 
Highway, Cathedral Avenue and Portway will disappear. A flyover interchange will 
be constructed in its place. Brand Highway will travel on a bridge over the new 
east-west road and rail. Turning lanes will be provided to allow Brand Highway 
traffic to turn onto the east-west link, and vice versa. 

i A new roundabout will be constructed to cater for merging traffic between the east-
west link and the North West Coastal Highway. 

u Durlacher Street access across the North West Coastal Highway will also be modified. 
It is likely that an over pass will be constructed in place of the under pass that 

currently exists. 

The entrance to Maley Place in Beachlands will be moved slightly to the right of its 
current location. 

Study Team 

Connell Wagner, engineering consultants, were appointed in March 1998 to prepare a 
Masterplan (engineering design) detailing the east-west link, and the north-south link 
of the Geraldton's Southern Transport Corridor. They have been assisted by ERM 
Mitchell McCotter (ERM), environmental and community consultation consultants, 
landscaping consultants and geo-technical engineers. 
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What will this mean for your Property? 

Res/dents of Ran geway and Mt Tarcoola 

Traffic Volumes 

Construction of the east-west link will provide more appropriate and more efficient 
access to and from the port for heavy vehicles. 

ci Traffic volumes along the east- west link as it passes Mt Tarcoola and Rangeway are 
expected to be approximately 14,000 per day by the year 2026. The number of trains 
may reach approximately 7 per day. 

ci Traffic volumes along Portway will not increase as a result of construction of the 
east-west link. Traffic volumes along this link of the road depend on local industry. 

ci It is also expected to decrease truck numbers along Geraldton Mt Magnet Road 
(Utakarra Road) and the northern end of the Geraldton Walkaway Road. 

Vehicle Access 

The Southern Transport Corridor will improve access to the Geraldton Port, Narngulu 
Industrial Estate, and the Airport. It will also provide a key link in the regional and 
local road networks for the Mid West Region, and the City of Geraldton. 

Access points onto the east west link will be at: 
Shenton Street; 
Wilicock Drive; 
Separation Way; 
Maley Place; 

ci Fitzgerald Street; 
ci the Brand Highway interchange; 

the new roundabout which will join the North West Coastal Highway with the east-
west link (as shown on map); 
the new tip site near Narngulu; 
Goulds Road: 
Geraldton-Walkaway Road; and 
Geraldton-Mt Magnet Road. 

As Mt Tarcoola and Wandina undergo further residential development, access to the 
east-west link is proposed to be provided when needed. 

Air Quality 

The traffic volumes predicted for the Southern Transport Corridor are not high enough 
to typically warrant that an air quality investigation be undertaken by Main Roads WA. 
However, as a result of public concern, modelling for PM10 (suspended fine particulates), 
Carbon Monoxide and Nitrogen Dioxide was undertaken at the Highbury Street Campus 
of the Geraldton Secondary College. Results of the modelling assessment demonstrate 
that construction and use of the Southern Transport Corridor will not result in health 
impacts. 
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Access for Pedestrians and Cyclists 

Access points for pedestrians and cyclists will be provided at key points along the east-
west link. These are shown on Figure 3. 

Pedestrian and cyclist movements will be addressed in more detail at the detailed 
design stage for the east-west link. To date, the linkages recommended in the City of 
Geraldton and the Shire of Greenough Bike Plans have been adopted, and an extra 
crossing point has been provided along Portway. 

Environment 

Construction of the Southern Transport Corridor will result in a strip of vegetation 
varying between 50 metres and 150 metres wide being cleared. The vegetation 
communities to be affected are common throughout the region. No declared rare or 
priority listed flora, nor any threatened fauna species were identified within the road 
corridor. 

The overall loss of vegetation will be reduced by rehabilitating the disturbed areas and 
enhancing the condition of vegetation in the areas that are retained. 

Class A Reserve 

A Class Reserves extend along Portway. These reserves are vested in the City of 
Geraldton for Parks and Recreation and Community Purposes. Permission from both 
houses of Parliament is required to alter the boundary of these reserves. 

Noise Assessment 
Noise 

Existing background noise levels have been measured near your property. This 
information is used to predict the noise impact that the new road and rail can be expected 
to have on the properties in your neighbourhood. The noise predictions are based on 
the following factors: 

expected traffic volumes and percentage of heavy vehicles for the year 2026; 
c• type of road surface; 

vehicle speed of 70km/hr from the port to the new roundabout and 90 km/hr for 
the remaining road sections; 
train speed of 60 km/hr; 
train lengths of up to 928 metres; 

distance from the outside of your house to the road carriageway or rail line; and 
angle of view from the road or rail to your house. 

As can be seen in Figure 4, no noise barriers will be required near your property. 
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Appendix 5 

Correspondence Maritime Division of DoT to MRWA 
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7/11 '00 FRI 15:18 FAX 61 8 92392281 	TRANORT 

CORRESPONDENCE REGISTRATION  
NUMBER ........... ..?;Q.1$........ 

Facsimile 	 REPLY DATE .....J........ J................. 
FiLE NO 2(.Z:i............. 

To: 	Mark Walker 
MRD Project Director 

Fax: 	93234309 

From: 	Ben Moloney 	 My phone: (08)9216 8923 My fax: (08) 9216 8981 
Date: 	17 November 2000 
No. of pages (mcI this): 1 	If you do not receive all pages, please phone. 

Geraldton - Greys Beach - Development Setback for Transport Corridor 

Further to your correspondence dated 8 November 2000, I can confirm that your file notes 
regarding discussions with our coastal group are cotrect. Our recommendations to the 
Ministry for Planning regarding desirable setbacks of development from the shore vegetation 
line are still to be formally adopted by the Ministry as their policy, but their steering group are 
promoting the adoption of a 20 metre 'safety factor' in addition to the recommended 74 
metres, for the setback to be applied to private residential development at a location which has 
not shown recent continuous accretion. 

In your latest proposal, the least setback of the rail centreline is about 75 metres from the 
1988 vegetation line - we do not have a later survey for more appropriate assessment. 

We do understand the problems you would face in further reducing the rail curvature to 
increase the shore setback. Since the rail system owners can be expected to have the 
resources to combat future problems resulting from beach erosion, as well as the probable life 
of the system being closer to 50 than 100 years, it thus seems reasonable to accept the 74 
metre setback without the added safety factor. 

It is noted that the rail will generally be below the existing natural surface where it is close to 
the beach. It would be damaging to the beach (and thus unacceptable) for a drainage system 
to discharge onto the active beach face. 

I trust these comments are sufficient for your needs. I would appreciate a copy of your final 
formal plan of this section of the rail route, so that we can confirm the continuing 
applicability of the above advice. 

Ben Moloney 
Coastal Engineer. 

1 Essex Street, Fremantle 
P0 Box 402, Fremantle 
Western Australia 6959 
Telephone (06) 92168999 
Facsimile (08) 9216 8981 Working to achieve the best transport system for Western Australians 
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Correspondence CALM to MRWA 
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT 

Please address an enquiries to District Manager 
P0 Box 72 
GERALOTON WA 6530 
Te'ephone 08 9921 5955 FacsmiIe 08 9921 5713 

Your lef: 94-2001, 0D38146 
Our Ref: GER2000F322 

Enquiries: 	M.Meinema 

—I 
Mr M. Pasalich 
Project Manager 
Main toads Western Australia 
P0 9&x 6202 

L 	EAST PERTH WA 6892 	 1 

Dear Sir 

COMMENT ON RESERVES IMPACTED BY THE GERALOTON SOUTHERN TRANSPORT 
CORRIDOR. 

I refer to your letter of 4 May 2000 seeking comment on the reserves impacted by the 
proposed Southern Transport corridor. 

A search of CALM's Declared Rare and Priority Listed flora and fauna for reserves 29729, 
2562 and 20195 do not identify any known recordings of individual species or communities 
likely to be impacted by the proposed alignment. 

The floral communities represented within the immediate area of impact are common along 
this section of the coastline and are well represented elsewhere within these same reserves. 

Reserve 2562 has been subject to disturbance associated with the maintenance and 
realignment of the adjoining roads and physical evidence of an abandoned road is still 
evident. The eastern end of the reserve (intersection of Wdcock and Portway) has been used 
for the storage of excess rubble and land fill, and has been subjected to a significant level of 
disturbance in the past. 

It is therefore unlikely that the proposed transport corridor will have any significant negative 
effect on the vegetation communities represented within these reserves. 

Should you wish to discuss this further, please contact me on 9921 5955.. 

Yours sincerely 

- 
Michael Meinema 
DISTRICT MANAGER 
GERALDTON DISTRICT 

9 May2000 


